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beginning of the next, or the music of selecced pieces to fit within a manuscript
opening. Examples of the first ewo procedures may be seen on f. 45‘, where the
final three staves have been extended at their ends and one has an extension at
its beginning. This same folio also includes a rare instance in the volume of a
separace hand—ruled stave, which was added vertically co the otherwise unused

space on the right-hand side of the first two staves. In this case, the extra stave
contains the concluding tablature of a piece of music and thus allowed it to be
accommodated in an opening of the book. An example of handwritten extensions at the end ofa final stave, in order to ensure chat a piece does not stray on
to the next opening, appears on f. 54°.
Four hands are responsible for copying the lure tablature and accompanying
rubrics, and for the most part they follow one another in close succession. The
neatest of the four is hand one, which copied material at both ends of the volume:
(f. 1"~6' and, with the volume inverted and beginning from the rear, ff, 91°-90".
As well as two staves of music at the foot of f, 2", hand two copied the tablature
on ff. 637" and 38"=42'. The third hand copied the tablature on ff. 42°-69"
and 70’-74' and is characterized by a Mowing style. Unlike hand one, hands two
and three supplied ticles for most of their pieces. On account of their professional appearance, it is quite possible that the second and third hands belonged
to lute teachers (sce Figures 1 and 2). The fourch hand, which seems somewhat

immature and may have belonged co a lute student, added its material on

ff. 74°75 and 76"-77". Crosses were used by hands one, two and three to indi-

cate when notes should be sustained, though hand three used both crosses and
hold lines. As in other seventeenth-century lute manuscripts, fingering marks
are found frequeatly in this source, and comprise a single dot for the first finger
and two dots or horizontal or angled lines for che second finger.
The remainder of the folios in the manuscript contain empty staves, on ff. 38’,
70°, 76° and 77°-90". If the pieces on the latter folios had been numbered, then

we might have been able to assume that the copyists intended co add further

compositions. Ic is most unlikely that we shall ever know what additional plans,

if any, they had for the manuscript.
Although the pieces in this luce book are unnumbered, it contains two numerical sequences. The first one, added by the second music copyist, consiscs of an
incomplete and irregular series of page numbers. This series appears cowards the
outer edges of the pages and comprises the numbers 1-12 on ff. 1'-6" (page
numbers 13-14 must have been located on che missing leaf that once followed);
15-18 on ff. 7'-8" (page numbers 19-20 were probably on the missing outer

portion of f, 9); 21-30 on ff, 1014" (fF. 1$' is unnumbered); 31 on £. 15" (6 16'

is unnumbered); and 32-39 on ff. 16-20". Thereafter the pagination ceases. In
recent times, the lute book was foliated in pencil, numbering che main leaves 1-91
on the lower outer edge of each recto.
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Ficure l: Staacsbibliothek zu Berlin Preussischer Kulcurbesicz,
Musikabceilung mit Mendelssohin-Archiv, N. Mus, ms. 479, & 15°,

ea

Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin Preussischer Kulturbesitz,

Musikabreilung mit Mendelssohn-Archiv, N. Mus, ms. 479, £ 72°,
the beginning of John Dowland’s ‘Pauana | Lachrimae’.

the beginning of ‘Fauorite | de Gauttier’.

The manuscript is in oblong format and contains a single watermark.

eens

The

watermark consists of a bishop's orb and a crown above two eagles, and in its
middle there is a shield containing two cowers astride a castle entrance. At its
base are found the leteers of an unidentified paper manufacturer or agent, “HL.

As a result of the folding and cutting of its leaves at the time of the manuscript'’s

creation, the watermark is divided between the lower edges of selected leaves
{some have been removed altogether as a result of trimming). On a number of
occasions the fragments are difficult co detect because of the thickness and darkness of the manuscripe leaves, and some seem to differ marginally. The upper
portion of the watermark is visible on ff. 3, 6, 10, 13, 19, 20, 22, 27. 35, 37, 38,
40, 46, 48, $3, 57, 65, 67, 73, 75, 77, 80, 87 and 91. In contrast, the lower
segment can be seen on ff, 5, 11, 12, 18, 21, 23, 26, 34, 36, 39, 41, 47, 52, 56,

64, 66, 72, 74, 76, 81, 86 and 90.

The standard literature on the subject lacks

an exact copy of this watermark, though examples with two eagles are plentiful.*
The chaintines, which are the marks left by the wire frames used to dry the
paper, are approximately 3 cm apart, usually six per leaf. Although the covers
are partly loose, the binding of the leaves is quite tight; a comprehensive guide
to the manuscript’s gathering pattern could not be produced withour damaging it, However, some gatherings can be determined without disturbing the
binding, and these mostly comprise six leaves each, though larger gatherings of
ten leaves are also identifiable.
The second tablature hand mentioned above inscribed ‘Mascat 40 beste’, “80
Pauuana’ and ‘Ballet 71 102" on the verso of the incomplete front flyleaf. Although
their connection to the present source is unclear, they probably refer to other

concordances,

Some lacer comments, scribbling and mathematical calculations

in black and brown ink have been added to the pastedowns and flyleaves. The

readable inscriptions comprise "Chacun a son tour’ (inscribed twice) and ‘tout

avec le temp’ on the recto of the corn front Myleaf, and "Dem Wohlgebornen

Herren’, ‘Ihr Brum . . . illegible)’, ‘quid ipsi commonere’, ‘qui captus ad . . .
[illegible] deductus est’ and ‘quod sic audeat’ on the rear pastedown.
Provenance

On the front pastedown (see Figure 3 opposite}, the original owner has inscribed

in black ink “Wolflg)ang Hoffman L B de Grunpihel et Surechau | Dominus in

Rabenstein scripsit Argentina 1619 | Spes mea Christus’ (on the adjacent page
he wrote 'Permulta suas qua’). The following year he added a stylised inscription
to the recto of the partly torn front flyleaf, where it is in black ink and reads
‘Wol[f)gang Hoffman Freyherr Here Auf Rabenscein Und | Janowitz. [hm Jhar
MDCXX:’. Rabenstein and Strechau refer to places in Styria which is part of
Austria, and Janowitz is located in Bohemia.

As the above inscriptions verify, the original owner of this manuscript was
Baron Wolfgang Hoffmann von Grinbihel und Stechau (1607-1641), He
belonged to a family with large estates in Styria, Bohemia and Moravia, whose

wealth was generated by mines and iron works. Baron Wollgang Hoffmann von

Griinbiihel was a descendant of Hans Hoffmann von Gronbihel (d. 1564), a
privare advisor to the Holy Roman Emperor, Ferdinand I (1503-1564). In the second half of the sixteenth century, Wolfgang Hoffmann’s ancestors were members of
a prominent Protestant family in Austria. His gtandfather, Ferdinand Hoffmann
(1540-1607), whose godfather was Emperor Ferdinand I, received the title of
Count Janowitz and purchased major estates in Bohemia and Moravia, serving
at the court of Emperor RudolfI] (1552-1612) in Prague, Ferdinand Hoffmann,
who studied in Padua in 1553 and held important positions throughout his
career, was a major book collector, When he died in 1607, his library at Schloss
Janowitz (in Bohemia 65 kilometres from Prague) was ‘probably the finest private collection in central Europe’.* The most valuable component of his library
comprised the book collection of the Nuremberg physician Hieronymus Milnzer
(1437-1508), one that Ferdinand Hoffmann acquired when he purchased the
collection of Minzer's son-in-law, the Nuremberg patrician Hicronymus
Holzschuher (1469-1529}.

Hoffmann probably obtained these materials from

Holzschuher's descendants, whom he must have encouncered at the court of
Rudolf If (che descendants supplied the emperor with precious stones and objets
dart). The Hoffmann library was inherited by Ferdinand’s son Andreas, and
chen his grandson Wolfgang Hoffmann, the original owner of the lute book which
is now located at N.Mus. ms 479 in Berlin.*
6

Ficuxe 3: Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin Preussischer Kultarbesitz,
Musikabteilung mit Mendelssohn-Archiv. N, Mus, ms. 479,
the front pastedown.

Following the death of his father Andreas in 1617, Wolfgang Hoffmann von
Grinbiihel assumed responsibility for che extensive family estates, initially under
the direction of his guardian Wilhelm Friedrich von Ziecrotin, and independ-

ently once he reached his mid eweaties, In 1622 Wolfgang Hoffmann studied at
the University of Padua, and in 1628 he married Katharina Barbara Gilleis, the

daughter of Baron Andreas Gilleis zu Sonnberg. Following the battle of White
Mountain in 1620 and the spread of Catholic influence throughout Bohemia

and Moravia, properties of prominent Protestants were confiscated, though
Hoffmann’s estates in the region were spared, notwithstanding his family’s adherence co the Protestant faith. Eventually Wolfgang Hoffmann von Grinbiihel
emigrated to Lissa in Poland, where he died in 1641, aged 34. His wife died in

Breslau, now Wrockaw, in 1667, oucliving their son Wolfgang Friedrich Hoffmana

(1634-1664), Once Wolfgang Friedrich and his wife Maria Magdalena (Countess von Losenstein) died, the main Bohemian and Moravian branch of the
Hoffmann von Griinbiihel family came to an end.”

When Wolfgang Hoffmann von Grinbihel died in 1641, che large family
library mentioned carlier was bequeathed to his son Wolfgang Friedrich. In due
course it passed to the latter's daughrers, Johanna Maria and Maria Elisabeth,

who in turn donated the collection in 1669 to their guardian Prince Ferdinand
Josef von Dietrichstein (1636-1690).* The luce book must have been transferred
to che latter's library at chis time. Indeed its presence in the Dietrichstein library

is acknowledged in a mid seventeenth century inscription at the foot of f, 1:
"Ex Bibliotheca Principis de Dietrichscein’. The Hoffmanns were Protestants and
the Dietrichsteins were Catholics, and at the time of the donation the Hoffmann
books concerning Protestant subjects were removed by the Jesuits to their col-

lege library in Briinn (Beno). In che 1930s, 842 of these items were in the
Studienbibliothek in Olmdtz (Olomouc), A substancial portion of che original
Hoffmann library disappeared over the centuries, and when materials from the

Dietrichstein library in Schloss Nikolsburg (Moravia) were sold in the 1930s

only a relatively small component was still intact. Around 1,000 items were sold,

including ones obtained by the Dietrichstein family, and che sale was organized
by the Luzern book dealer Gilhofer and Ranschburg in two stages, the first on the
21-22

November

1933 (Catalogue 11) and the other on 25-26 June 1934

{Catalogue 13). Further icems from the Dictrichstein library, as well as music
and theatrical materials owned by Dr August Heymann, were sold by the firm's
Vienna office between 27 February and | March 1934 (Catalogue 61).” Unfortu-

nately, these sale catalogues lack a definitive reference to the lute book, and it js

unclear whether it was sold around this time. The existence of the lute book

became known in 1988, when it was purchased by the Staatsbibliochek zu Berlin

from the antiquarian bookseller Christian M, Nebehay in Vienna (Catalogue 95,
Lot 3)."" Interestingly, the Staatsarchiv in Brno owns another manuscript lute
book that was once parc of che Dietrichscein library. This source, which was cop.
ied ¢. 1570 wich additions in 1580-1590, contains instrumental works and dances
as well as intabulations of vocal pieces,"

As Wolfgang Holfmaan's inscription on che front pastedown of N. Mus, ms,

479 indicates, he wrote it in Steasburg in 1619, probably while he was studying

there. It is likely that he encountered, and may even have received lessons from,
the Strasburg lutenise Elias Mette! (c.1561-1626), who was then one of the
instrument's best known practitioners in central Europe, as well as being a composer and intabulator; Mertel became a citizen of Strasburg in 1596 and died
there some thirty years later, Hoffmann was probably pleased chat his lute book

included one of Mertel’s compositions (see no. 45), if only because it reflected

on his days in Strasburg,
manuseripe might have
are available chat would
Wolfgang Hoffmana

Ic is tempting to wonder whether one of the hands in
the
belonged to Mercel. Unfortunarely, no autographs of
his
allow the matter to be devermined one way or the other,
von Griinbilhel’s interest in the lure must have caused

him to consult relevant editions,
November 1933 catalogue. On
that these items originated from
in the Gilhofer and Ranschburg

such as those listed for sale in the abovementioned
account of their date and contents it is probable
the Hoffmann library, and indeed one is recorded
sale catalogue as containing a Hoffmann book-

plate (Catalogue 11, Lot 337). It is possible thar
Wolfgang Hoffmann acquired
some of the volumes when he was in Strasburg in
1619, Regrettably the location
of these sources is unknown. The early lute editio
ns were as follows.
L. Catalogue 11, Loe 328, covered with contempora
ry calf leather which included
florees in the cenere and in the corners:
‘ALBERT DE RIPPE. Premier (2me, 3me. 4me,
Sme) livre de tabulature de Leut,
cont. plussieurs chansons & fantaisies sie]. Paris,
M. Fezandar, 1552-55.”
Commentary:
These five printed editions contained music by
the Italian lateniss and composer

Alberto da Ripa (¢.1500-1551); RISM series
B I, 1$52™, 1554",

and 1555™: see also RISM series A [, A 687."

1354", 1454"

2. Catalogue 11, Lot 333, two irems bound togeth
er in red parchment;

(a) “KAERGEL, SIXT.

Tabulatur auff der Lauten zu spilen von Fantasien |
Mateten | Passomezen. Strassburg, Jobin, 1574.
..’
Commentary.
Sixt Kargel (¢.1540-1593) was a German lutenis
t and composer and worked as
an edicor
for the Strasburg printer Bernhard Jobin from 1574;

the dedications in
Kargel’s printed editions of 1574 and 1586 indicat
e chat one of his employers in
Strasburg was Prince-Bishop Johann of Mandersche
id-Mankenheim, Landgrave of
Alsace, whase coat of arms appeared in the present
edition; RISM series B 1, 1574",
(b) "NEUSYDLER, M. Tabalarura contin
ens camtiones. Germ. edd. pBenedictus de Drusina. 2 Tle. in 1 Bde. Frankfe
. a O.,J. Eichom, 1573...

Commentary.

Melchior Neusidler (1531-1590) was a Germa
n lutenist and composer, whose
last edition

of lute intabularions was published in Steasburg
the year after the
present one; RISM series BI, 197.4%.

3. Catalogue 11, Lot 335, covered with old parchment:

‘MERTELIUS, EF. Hortus mosicalis novus. In
cuius hoc parte prima continentur
prachudia, variis ex tonis, plusquam ducenca, phanta
siae item et fugae. Strassburg.
Bertam, 1615 ,, ,'
Commentary:
in view of earlier comments about the Scrasbourg
lutenist and composer Elias Merted,
the

inclusion of his printed edition in the sale adds weight
co the sagecstion thar
9

Wolfgang Hoffmann was acquainted with Mertel when the former was in Strasburg
in 1619: RISM series A}, M 2337.
4. Catalogue 11, Lot 336, covered with contemporary calf leather which included
florets in che centre and in the corners:
“MORLAYE, G. Premier- (er second) livre de tabolacure de leut cont. plus.
chansons, fantaisies, pauanes & gailardes. Paris, Fexandat, 1552-58...”
Commentary:
Two printed editions by the French lutenist and composer Guillaume Morlaye (b.
¢.1510); RISM series BI, 1552" and 1558",

5. Catalogue 11, Lot 337, covered with green vellum and including a Hoffmann

1603-1672), or Jacques Gaulcier (fl, 1617~1649)—-'Fauorite | de Gauctier’ and

‘Courante | de M’ Gauls | tier’ (nos, 26 and 46, and sce Figure 1); one actribuced

to the French composer and singer Jacques Salmon (b, ¢.1545; fl, 1571-1586)—
“Courante | de M’ Salo= | mon’ (no, 32); one possibly by che Italian lucenist and
composer Laurencinus Romanus or Lorenzino (d. 1608)—"Courante’ (n0. 66);

a 'Praclu | dium’ by the little-known composer “H Pyso' (no. 57); and a “Galliarta’
by the already mentioned Elias Mertel (no. 45). Two further works in the Berlin
lute book, the preludes at nos. 40 and 41, are related to ones published by Mertel
in 1615. It is unlikely, however, chat he was their original composer, for only a
limited number of pieces in his 1615 collection can be reliably credited to him
and many appear to be his arrangements of others’ works, something chat can be

bookplare:

verified in certain instances,"

Commentary:

tified from their appearance in other sources.

‘NEGRI, C. Nuove inventioni di balli, Milano, Bordone, 1604, . ”

Cesare Negri (¢.1535-1604) was an Italian dancing masver and his printed edicion
included dances in both lute cablarure and mensural notation; RISM series A |,
N 359.

Masic

On the recto of che front flyleaf, the second hand in N, Mus, ms. 479 indicated

the lure cuning required for the pieces in che manuscript. It appears on a six-line

stave labelled ‘modus Testudinis concordandus’, though it is incomplete because

the leaf has been corn in half. Thankfully the same hand inscribed a complete
tuning guide on the last two staves of f. 2', che corresponding material of which
matches that on the recto of the front flyleaf. A ten-course lute, customarily

required in other carly seventeenth-century sources, was specified, something
that is confirmed in the manuscript pieces themselves. If one assumes that che

Works by further Continental composers in the lute book have been iden-

These consist ofa courante

(no. 24) by the French lutenist and composer Mercure d'Orléans (fl. ¢.1590¢.1619}, a ‘Ballet (de la Reine)’ (no. 31) by the French lucenist and composer
Robert Ballard (c. 1575-1649), a “Baller (no. 58) by the French lutenist, composer, poet and dramatist Charles de Lespine (b. 271580, d. after 1627), ‘[Les]
Larmes’ (no. 80) possibly by Ennemond Gaultier, and ewo copies of a prelude
(nos, 3 and 33) by the Freach-based, Polish lutenist and composer Jakub Reys
(6.1550, 1605).

Lute arrangements of air de cour appear in the manuscript, the vocal versions

of which can be found in other sources. Although antecedents for the air de cour
can be found as far
and trouvéres, and
French airs de cour
d'airs de cour miz

back as the mediaeval period
in the chanson literature of
made their first appearance
sur fe bath... (Paris, 1571;

among works by the troubadours
the sixteeath century, the secular
in print in Adrian Le Roy's Lieve
aot cited in RISM), The genre

consisted of straphic songs, variously scored for solo voice and lute or for four or

uppermost string was g’, chen the guide indicated chat the lute should be cuned
C-D-E flat-F~G-c-f-a-d'=g, a standard tuning for the period.

written for che French royal court, and the form reached its height during che

two passaggi, the instrumental genres comprise allmande (1), ballete (17),

written-out, was also a feature of these pieces.
In the Berlin source, the airs de cour consist of textless arrangements for lute,

passamezzo (2), pavan (2), prelude (7), salearello (1), sarabande (2) and volte (3).

only some of which have titles. They comprise: three pieces (nos. 4, 10 and 15)
inspired by a song by Pierre Gudédron (b. 2after 1564, d. 1619-1620), “Est ce

The lure book contains 86 works in French Jute cablature, mostly consisting of
dances, preludes, untitled pieces and arrangements of airs de cour. In addition to
bergamasco (2), beanle (1), chorea (1), courante (24), galliard (5), mascarata (4),

Three pieces were composed for two lutes and both parcs are supplied in each
case:

a chorea (no. 34) and two courantes (nos, 37-38).

Another work consists

of a three-movement suite from an English masque (no. 49}. Only six composi-

tions are accompanied by manuscript attributions: two by the obscure ‘Gauttier’

(or Gothier), and it is unknown whether this is one of the French lutenists and
composers Ennernond Gaultier (1575-1651), his cousin Denis Gaultier (1597!

10

five unaccompanied voices, and continued until the 1650s, These works were
reign of Louis XL

(1610-1643). Vocal ornamentation, though infrequently

Mars ce grand dieu des alarmes’ published in 1613—the arrangement, which is
no. 15, was composed by Robert Ballard; two works (nos. 5 and 17) inspired by

the unattributed work ‘En me revenant de Saint Nicolas’ published in 1597; one
piece (no, 36) inspired by Pierre Guédron's ‘Je rencontrai l'autre jour’ published
in 1613; a work (no. 20) inspired by Pierre Guédron’s ‘C'est trop courir les eaux’

published in 1617; and one composition (no. 68) inspired by “Sa beauté extréme’,

a work of Jean Boyer (b. before 1600, d. 1648), published in 1619.

Four courantes (nos. 13, 67, 82 and 85) are based on the popular dance cunc

‘La Vignonne’ which was probably written by the French lutenist and com-

poser Jéréme Vignon (b. ?1590s; d. after 1653) when he was guite young; the
dance was mentioned in Marin Mersenne’s Harmonie univertelle , . . (Paris,
1636; p. 170). Around 40 versions of the work for lute with or without voice
have survived, and the earliest published ones, both for lute, appeared in Robert
Ballard’s Diverses pitcer mises sur te lush... (Paris, 1614; RISM series AL, BB

775 1, 2) and in Nicolas Vallet’s Secresum musarum ... (Amsterdam, 1615;
RISM series A 1, V 170)."* Since N. Mus. ms. 479 dates from 1619, it is possible
that Ballard’s and Vallet’s earlier, published arrangements were koown to some
of the musicians who created the different versions in the Berlin lute book.
Another work in the manuscript was inspired by the Italian folksong ‘La bella
Franceschina’ (no. 72).

Other works in N. Mus. ms. 479 based on pre-existing musica) schemes or

in the so-called Diugoraj lute book, D-LEm I1.6.15 (p. 230; "Galliarda | 1.A.F’),
which was compiled in 1619. In the Berlin lute book, the chird copyist’s use of
the Dutch expression ‘2 deel’ in pieces 65 and 69 suggests that he may have been
from the Low Countries.

The second work by Dowland represents a new concordance for his most

popular composition, the ‘Lachrimae Pavan’ (‘Pauana | Lachrimac’; see no. 81
and Figure 2), which appeared in approximately 100 carly manuscripts and printed

editions, A few of che versions were che work of Dowland himself, though the
majority are arrangements made by others, While Dowland’s work is mainly iden-

tified with the lute, he also composed two other versions. One of chem is scored

for ewo voices and lute entitled “Flow my teares’, and was first published in

Dowland’s The Second Booke of Songes or Ayres (London, 1600; RISM series A |,

D 3483). The other version, ‘Lachrimae Antiquae’, was written for instrumental

consort and published as the first piece in Dowland’s Lachrineae or Seaven Teares
Figured in Seaven Passionate Pavans, with Divers ether Pavans, Galiands, and
Almands, Set Forth for the Lute, Viels, or Violins, in Five Parts (London, 11604);

progressions are the Spanish pavan (no, 6), passamezzo (nos. 42 and 6S) and

RISM series A 1, D 3485). The order in which Dowland composed his versions
of the ‘Lachrimae Pavan! is unclear, though it is generally believed chat the lute

from the standard pattern, Another dance (no. 7) is based on the ‘Aria di Fiorenza’,
often referred to as the “Ballo del Gran Duca’ or ‘Ania del Gran Dues’, This piece

version came first."*

bergamasca (nos. 2 and 79), though the progressions in one of these differ slightly
shares a harmonic-bass progression with other versions, which were written for
lute, guitar and keyboard as well as vocal sectings, both secular and sacred,"*
The Berlin lute book also contains two unattributed compositions by the

famous English lutenist and composer Joho Dowland (1563~1626). The first is

his ‘Frog Galliard” (no. 69), which appeared in many other lute versions, though

most of them, like the one in the present source, were arranged by others.
Dowland also used the tune of the “Frog Galliard’ in his song “Now, O now |

needs must part’, which was first published in his The Fins Booke of Songs or

The lute version in N. Mus, ms, 479 contains a considerable amount of divi-

sion writing in its chree strains, each of sixteen bars. The melodic writing is so

elaborate chat minimal evidence remains of its connection to Dowland’s original.
One wonders how much additional variation occurred when lutenists performed
its specified, though not writcen our, repeats. Towards the end of the second
strain, the copyist inscribed “animi gratia’ indicating approval of its pleasing air—
if noc recommending thar the music should be played with gracefulness. Michael

Gale has advised me chat even though this version is substancially different from
those in other lute sources, it shares the near continwous runs of quavers, and

Ayres (London, 1597; RISM series A I, D 3478). The order of composition of

lack of interest in preserving Dowland’s original melodic line, found in London,

was circulated in versions by others for keyboard, cittern, mandora, mixed con-

and known

these different versions is unclear. In addition to lute arrangements, the piece

sort and consort of viols, as well as being used as a ballad tune."* While Dowland’s
version in the lute manuscript Washington, D.C., Folger Shakespeare Library
V.b.280 (f. 12v; ‘frog Galliard’ with his autograph aseription ‘Jo: dowlande’)"’ is
in G major, the present piece is in F major, assuming the lute tuning mentioned

catlier. In places the arrangement in the Berlin lute book is quite different from
the Dowland autograph version. For example, instead of repeating each strain
after its first statement, as in the Dowland version, the Berlin source gives the
two strains consecutively and then follows them with a lively second section

{marked ‘2 deel’) containing the repeats. John H. Robinson has informed me

that the Berlin copy’s 2 dee!’ has passages similar to chose in the F major setting
12

British Library Sloane 1021 (ff. 21°22"; Pavan Lacrymac’), compiled ¢.1635
as the Johann

Srobaeus lute book, Moreover, both sources distort

Dowland’s distinctive opening cetrachord, and use a D minor chord rather than

the more usual D major chord in the latter pact of the tenth bar, Unlike the

Berlin copy, however, the version in the Stobacus luce book contains varied,

written-out

repeats,

Unattributed lute arrangements of popular English ballad canes, chough un-

named in the Berlin source, are: ‘Walking in a Country Town’ (nos, 8 and 78,

the lateer has a German title), ‘Bonay Sweet Robin’ or Robin is co the Green-

wood Gone’ (no. 9), ‘Packington’s Pound’ (no. 37, for two lures) and

“Walsingham’ (no. 70). Other English works include: a galliard by Robert Johnson
known as ‘My Lady Mildemay’s Delight’ (no. 23); ‘Ballet Anglois’ (no. 47);
13

‘Mascarada The Nobleman' (no. 49); and “Ingesa’ (no. 73). Different lute
versions

of the "Masearada The Nobleman’ are preserved in London, British
Library,

Additional MS 38539 (f. 199, and Cambridge University Library, Dd.4.22
(ff.
8'-9'}, where they are also unattributed. AndrewJ . Sabol assigned the
piece in
these ewo sources to the Masque of the Middle Temple and Lincoln’ Inn
(performed in London in 1613), and credited it to Robert Johnson
(¢.1583-1633),

who composed music for this masque. However, the lute work is not
connected

to this masque and Johnson, since it was written for the eponym
ous play The
Nobleman by Cyril Tourneur (c.1575=1626) and the compose
r of its music is

unknown, Tourneur's play, which was performed in 1612 and 1613,
must have
included a masque, though unfortunately its literary text has been lost.
All that

survives are lute and inserumencal consore versions of the piece,
for which the

Berlin tute book provides a new concordance.
In the light of che rest of the repertoire of Wolfgang Hoffmann von Granbit
hel’s
luce-book, it is likely chat some of the as yet unidentified works in
che manuscript originated from France or England or possibly the Low Countri
es. Since
the Gilhofer and Ranschburg sale catalogue of November 1933
also contains
evidence of Hoffmann’s, or his family’s, interest in lute works by
Italian and
German composers, some of the unidentified pieces in his lute-bo
ok may have
originated from these countries. Certainly the lute book's origin and
its focus on

French and English lute music are clear, and it is hoped that
more information
will emenge to enlighten us further about che contents and history
of this impor-

tant addition to European sources of carly seventeeath-ceatury luce
music.

Duple time; barred every semibreve: this versio
n differs

from that at no.
79; for further versions and sources, see Sources
1991-1999, passim, Coelho
1995, p. 692, and Liidtke 2005, no. 17.

f. 1° [Jakub Reys] [Prelude]
The first part only; duple time; barred every
semibreve; except for some
variants, this

piece is the same as no. 33; this work was publ
ished in RISM
series B I, 1603!, f. 10° (Prach eiusdem [i.e.
Jac. Reys)); for a modern
edition, see Pozniak 1993, Pracludium
no. 4; further versions for lute not
listed in Porniak 1993 comprise CH-Bu
F.IX.70, p. 15 (Pracambulum),
CZ~Pam IV.G.18, f. 1" (Predudia), D-H
M B 2768, p. 133 (untitled),
D-—KNh R 242, f. 7" (untitled), D-LEm 1.6.
15, p. 15 (Aliud (Exercise}),
D=Mbs Mus. pr. 93, f. 64 (uaticled), and
NL-DHgm 28 B 39, £. 70"
(Fantasta).
f. 2' [Unatiributed) [Est-ce Mars
]

Duple time; barred every semibreve; this
version differs from chose at
nos, 10 and 15; based on Pierre Guédron’
s French air de cour in RISM
series B I, 1613°, f€. 67% further versions
and sources are indicated in
Sources 1991-1999, passim, and Goy 2006
, p. 285; variants of Guédron’s
tune were used by contemporary and later
composers, and in England it
was known as ‘The French Tune’. I
bears some similarity in melodic
contour to the

pre-existing English cune, ‘Sellenger’s Round’;
see Simpson

Table of Contents of D-B N, Mus. ms. 479, with concordances
and commentary

1966, pp. 643-646,

The piece numbers here are editorial. For details about the RISM
library sigla
and publication references, see pp. 27~37. Selected pieces
from this source are

f. 2' [Tuning guide added by the second
hand for a ten-course luce.)

printed in Late News, 84 (December 2007), which contain
s an introduction by
Richard Charteris and an edition by Joha H. Robiason.
Unfortunately the published introduction contained some errata and omissions,
which arose because
last minute changes were made to my document without
my involvement or

approval: some text was altered or omitted, five footnotes were deleted
and two
photographs were added."”
No.
1.

2.

Folios; attribution and ritle, if any; commentary
Ff. 1 [Unateributed] [Passaggio)
Duple time; barred every semibreve.

£1! [Unatteibuted) [Bergamascal

f. 2° (Unattributed) [En me revenant
de Sainte Nicolas]

Duple time; barred every

semibreve: this version differs from that at
no.
17; based on an unattributed French air
de cour in RISM series BI, 1597",
ff. 12'~13'; for furcher versions and sources,
see Sources 1991-1999, parsim, and Goy 2006, pp. 278-279,

f. 3 [Unateribuced) [Spanish Pavan, or Pavan
e d'Espagne,

or Pavaniglia]
Duple time; barted every semibreve: based
on 2 Continental dance which

survives in arrangements for luce, citcern,
guitar, instr

umental ensemble,
mixed consort, keyboard, and voice: for
further versions and sources, sec

Simpson 1966, pp. 678-681, and Goodwin
and Harwood 2003, pp. xi

(no, 4) and xvii-xviii {n.3).
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ff, 3\-4*

(Unatcributed) [Aria di Fiorenza, [or] Ballo del Gran Duca]

1}.

Duple times barred every semibreve; for further lute versions and sources,
see Sources 1991-1999, passim, Coelho 1995, p. 692, and Lildeke 2005,

Mus. 108.1, f£. 89° (Cowrante Gautier), GB-Lbl Sloane
1021, f 51°
(Curance), and RUS-SPan O N° 124, £. 32! (Co).

ao. 17; information about other arrangements and sources appears in
Kirkendale 1972 and Kirkendale 2001.
12.

f. 5° (Unateribuced) (Walking in a Country Town!)

Duple time; barred every semibreve; another version appears at no. 78; based
on an English ballad tune which survives in arrangements for lute, cittern,
keyboard, and voice, and about which there is more information in Chappell

Robinson is located in RISM series A I, R 1800 (1603), no, 30 ( Waking in

@ country town; an edition appears in Robinson 2004), and Apollo 1615,
Pp. 87 (Voorsang op de Engeliche voys. Potz tausent slappermenten).
f. 5° (Unartribuced)

[Bonny Sweet Rodin

fF. [81°-82") (lsaltenisches Air).

13.

14.

L5.

bass, viols, mixed consort, keyboard, and voice, and about which there is

It beats some similarity in melodic contour to the
pre-existing English

tune, ‘Sellenger’s Round’; see Simpson 1966, pp. 643-646,

win and Harwood 2003, pp. xv (no. 44) and xxiii (nm. 29),

16

f. 8 (Robert Ballard) Esr ce Mars | ce grand diew | des
alarmes.

Duple cime; barred every semibreve; this version differs
from chose at
nos. 4 and 10; based on Pierre Guédron's French air de cour
in RISM
serics B 1, 1613”, ff. 6-7"; for concordances see D-B 4022
(olim Gdansk),
f. 10° ([Bajilet [Ba}lardt}, GB-Lb! Additional MS 38539,
f. 16 (untitled),
and GB-LbI Sloane 1021, £ 79 (Von den schinen Jungfreulein
); further
versions and sources are indicated in Sources 1991-1999,
passim, and
Goy 2006, p. 285; variances of Guédron's tune were used by
contemporary
and later composers, and in England it was known as “The
Freach Tune’.

more information in Simpson 1966, pp. 59-64; for further versions and
sources, see Spencer 1976, no, 37, Sources 1991-1999, passim, and Good-

1991-1999, passem, and Goy 2006, p. 285; variants of Guédron’s tune
were used by contemporary and later composers. and in England it was
known as “The French Tune’, [t bears some similaricy in melodic contour to the pre-existing English tune, ‘Sellenger’s Round’; see Simpson
1966, pp. 643-646,

f, 7* [Unattributed) Comrante

Triple time; barred every dotted minim.

[or] Robin is co the Green-

4 and 155 based on Pierre Guddron's French @ir de cour in RISM series B
T, 1613", ff 6-7"; further versions and sources are indicated in Sources

f (Unateribured] Cowrante | La Vignonne
Triple time; barred every dotted minim; this version differs
from those at
nos. 67, 82 and 85; for further versions and sources, sce Source
s 199}1999, passin,

wood Gone)
Triple time; barred every dotted semibreve; based on an English ballad
tune which survives in arrangements for Jute, cittern, lyra viol, violin and

f. 6 [(Unattributed) Zit se Desears
Triple time; barred every semibreve; this version differs from those at nos.

f, 6° [Unattributed) Baller
Incomplete; barred every semibreve; the continuation of
this work, and

possibly another piece as well, would have been on a missin
g leaf chat
once followed; a version for mandora appears in D-Us Smr
Mise. 133b,

1855-1859, vol, i, pp. 182-183, Duyse 1903-1922, pp. 1783-1786 (no.

465), Simpson 1966, pp. 739-740 and Robinson 2004; concordances for
lute include D-B Mus. ms. autogr. Hove 3, f. 161° (Pekelharinx |
Masquarade. Bouffons), Adrian Valerius’s RISM series B 1, 1626", PP.
222-223 (Pecketharing | Pots hondert duysent slapperment); a cittetn version
appears in RISM series A I, H 6261 (1597), sig. DIY (The maydens of the
Countrey); versions for keyboard are found in F~Pa Rés. 1185, pp. 344-347
(The Ladies Daughter), and D-ZW {manuscript keyboard tablature, ¢.1600),
no. 134 (Garr nacht, gutte mache ihe berrny; a different version by Thomas

f. 6 [?7Ennemond Gaultier] Courante

Triple time; barred every dotted minim; for concordances see
D-KI 4°

16

f, 8 [Unatribured) Mascar/ajte

Duple time; barred every semibreve.
17.

ff. 89 [Unattributed] Mascarate | Em mien rewenant [En
me revenant de
Saint Nicolas)

Duple time; barred every semibreve; incomplete because
f. 9 has been

torn; this version differs from that at no. 5; based
on an unacribuced
French air de cour in RISM series B I, 1597", fF
12°13 for further
versions and sources, see Sources 1991-1999, passim,
and Goy 2006,
pp. 278-279,
17

25.

f. 9° [Unateributed) [?Courance}

18.

because £. 9 is torn.
Triple time; barred every dotted minim; incomplece

19.

f. 10" [Unacteibuted) Volte,
Triple time; barred every dotted minim.
courir les eaux)
£. 10° (Unattributed) Baller (C'est crop

26.

22.

Lady Mildemay's Delight]
f€ 12"-13' (Robert Johnson) Galliarra (My
related versions appear in
reve;
d semib

Triple time; barred every dotte
D-Nem 33748.1, ff. 1-2"
CZ-Pam IV.G.18, ff, 173-174 (Galliarde),
lutes), D-Ngm 33748.1,
(Galliarda | Gatiard Aliter—arranged for two
Ro Johnson), GB—Lam
iand
(Gall
11
f
£. 11" (Galliarda), GB-Cu Na.6.36,
rd), GB~Lbl Addigatlia
and:
(Dowl
MS 601 (Mynshall lute book), & 12°

1963-1964, vol. ii, p. 80.
2h

{f. 16°17" (Unatwibured) Brante de fa | Torche

Duple time; barred every semibreve; for further versions and sources, not all

for lure, see RISM series A J, E 884 (1559-1564; by Jean D’Estrées), RISM
series B I, 1570" (by Pierre Phalése), Arbeaw 1589, GB-Lam MS 603 (Board

luce book), f. 23° (Braue | Brale delatrache}, and Coclho 1995, p. 691.

28.

29.

ff. 17-18" ‘Unateribuced] Cacguer | de femmes (Courante]

Triple time; barred every dotced mininy this work is unrelated to pieces
with this title in B-Br I] 276 and F-Pa Rés. Vb. ms. 7.
ff, 18-19" [Unactributed) Baller
Duple time; barred every semibreve; for further versions and sources, see

Souris and Rollin 1989, second book, no. I.

rd), LT Va MS F 15-285, f. 20°
tional MS 38539, £ 16" (Afr fonsons gatlya
US-Ws V.b.280, £ 22! (lotmsons gallyard), and

30,

ff. 19°-20' [Unactributed] Valte
Triple time; barred every dotced minim,

2004.
facsimile, see Harwood, M'Coy and Robinson

Sl.

f. 20° [Robert Ballard) Baller [de la Reine]

(Galliard per Mr. Jonson),
16! (My Lady Mildemays
GB-WPforester (John Welde luce book), ff. 15%
1972, ao, 5, and for a
nn
erma
delight); for a modern edition, see Send

24.

Ballard, based on its appearance in D-Ngm 33748.1, sce Souris and Spycket

y relaced concordance,
Triple time; barred every dotted minims for a closel
t).
(Conan
17"
f.
see GB-Lbi Additional MS 38539,

arda).
see RUS-SPan O N° 124, ff. 66-67" (Galli

23.

216° (Courante Gothier}; a version for mandora is found in D-Us Smr
Misc. 133b, ff. [93°-94) (Courante); for a modern edition attributed to

[Unateributed] Cowrante

ff, 11-12" (Unattributed) Gaiitarta
guide to che tuning of the
Triple cime; barred every dotted semibreve; a
with chat mentioned
seventh, eighth, ninth and centh courses, consistent
for a concordance,
12°;
f.
of
stave
final
earlier in this article, appears on the

{f. 18°16" Ranorise | de Ganteier [Courante]
Triple time; barred every docted minim) concordances appear in CZ-Pnm
(V.G.18, ff. 100101! (Cowrante Gothier), D-Ngm 33748.1, f. 47"

(Conands Eiusdem (i.e. Robert Ballard}), GB-HAdolmetsch I1.B.1, ff, 215"

and Goy 2006, p.
and sources, see Sources 1991-1999, passim,
f. 11°

Triple cime; barred every dotted minim; concordances appear in CZ-Pam

IV.G.18, f. 132° (Cunsaz), D-DI M 297, p. 110, PL-Kj Mus. ms, 40641,
£ $*(Courante), and RUS-SPan O N° 124, ff. 32°~33' (Co:}; for more on
this work, see Spencer 2000, no, 10,

on Pierre Guédron’s French
Duple time; barred every semibreve; based
), £. 2% for further versions
air de cour in RISM series A I, G 4822 (1617
284.
2}.

YY. 14°15" [Unaceribuced] Counznze [La Signolle)

ff, 13°14" (Mercure d'Orléans] Conrante

{t6t1), may have been based on a piece by Pierre Guédron; for further

rdances appear in RISM
Triple time: barred every dotted minim; conco
de mo7), D-DI M 297, p.
par
ante
series A 1, M 4023 (1631), f. 15° (Cowr
nte Mercury) and 87
113 (untitled), D-Hs M B 2768, pp. 48 (Cora

(Couranta), GB-Cu Na.6.36,
(Cowrante), D=Mbs Mus. ms, 21646, f, 73°
lute book), f. 43", GB-LbI
d
f, 25° (Curranze}, GB-Lam MS 603 (Boar
£. 40e
and RUS-SPan O N* 124,
Additional MS 38539, f. 17° (A Volte),

Vaccaro 1977, no. 6.
(Cor:}; for a modern edition, see Rollin and
18

Duple time; barred every semibreve; Prangois-Pierre Goy has informed
me that Ballard’s work, which appears in RISM series Af, BB 775 1, 1

versions and sources, sce Souris and Spycker 1963-1964, vol. i, pp. 1315, and Goy 2006, p. 284.

ane

f. 20" [Jacques Salmon] Cownante | de Mr Salo~ | mon

Triple time; barred every dotted minim; for 2 concordance, see US-R
Vault M140 V186S, p. 34 (untitled).
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39.

dium
f. 21" [Jakub Reys] Practu

pt for some
; barred every semibreve; exce
in RISM
The first part onlys duple time
hed
lis
pub
as no. 4; this work was
versions
variants, this piece is the same
her
furt
for
c. ciwudem (i.e. Tac. Reys});
series B 1, 1603", f. 10° (Pra

33.

34.

35.

Volte
ff. 23°-24' [Unatcribuced]

40.

4\.

37.

er (Je renconcrai Pautre jour}
French
fF, 24°25" [Unactributed) Ball
eve; based on Pierre Guédron’s
Duple time; barred every semibr 4821 (1613), & 145 a concordance
es A 1, G
air de cour in RISM seri
ions and
L141 15" (Ballet); for further vers
appears in CZ-Pom IV.G.18,
285p.
6,
, passint, and Goy 200
sources, sce Sources 1991-1999
[Discancus
ckingron’s Pound] Cowrante
ff. 25°-27" [Unartributed) {Pa
']
-27
26'
| Discantus Secundus (ff.
Primus; ff. 25*-269 Riusdem
an Engevery dotted minim: based on
For two lutes; triple time; barred arrangements for lute, orpharion, lyra
in
lish ballad tune which survives
ation in
ut which there is more inform
abo
Lildtke
viol, keyboard, and voice, and
see
ces,
sour
further versions and
Simpson 1966, pp. 564—$70; for
155"
ff
81,
L
R
prise ones for luce: A-K
2005, no. 9; additional sources com(Saltatio Angiica), CZ-Pam 1V.G.18,
°
(Englisch Courfant}) and 155
k), f. 8
Lam MS 601 (Mynshall lute boo
a Rés,
ff, $2*-82" (Parsepied), and GBF-P
rd:
boa
ntons componds); for key
(packintons compounds | Pactki
pp. 53
,
168
nd), GB-Cim Mus. MS
1.4,
1186, f. 101° (Packsmgtons pou
23.
RM.
Lbl
nde), GB296 (Pakingtons Pow
(Packingtons Pound) and
yn; Pakintons pownde),
&, 24-26 (Benjamin Cos

US-NYp

42.

ff. 32°33" [Unartributed) Pasomeze
Duple cime; barred every breve.

43.

f. 33° (Unactributed) Saltaretlo

44.

45.

Triple cime; barred every dotted semibreve.
f. 34° (Unatributed) Courante

Triple time; barred every dotted minim.

ff. 34°-35' Galliarta | Eflias}. Mfertel).

rdance, see RISM
Triple time: barred every dotted semibreve; for a conco

PL-Kj Mus.
series B 1, 1603", f. 120° (Galfiarda Eliae Martelij); see also
2007.
son
ms. 40143, f. 33° (Gaillarde); an edition is found in Robin

46.

Drexel 5609,

ff. 35*-36' Courante | de M’ Gaul | tier

see GB—
Triple time; barred every dotted minim; for concordances
ton),
mesme
du
de Gothier}
HAdolmetsch 11.B.1, & 185° (Awere feourante
D-Us
in
and RUS-SPan O N° 124, £. 48° (Cor:); a mandora version appears
Sme Mise. 133b, ff. [40°-41°) (Comnanze}.

no. 123 (Mi
series A |, P 5366 (1612),

38.

ff, 31-32" [Unatcribuced] Prachudinn
appears in Elias Mercel’s
Duple time; barred every semibreve; a concordance

] 89).
RISM series A I, M 2337 (1615), pp. 40-42 ([Pracludium

RISM
a four-part instrumental consort:
p. 5 (Packingtons pound); and for
.
te)
ran
Cou
chael Praetorius;

cantus; Ff.
rante | Sarabande [Primus Dis
ff, 27-29" [Unateributed] Cou
s (ff. 28°29")
dance,
27-28) Secundus | Discantu
every dotted minim; for a concor
For cwo lutes; criple rime; barred
erent
diff
@
);
p. 70 (Courante—solo lute
see D-Lr Mus.ant.pract. 2000,
).

f, 30° [Unactributed] Pracludium
an abbreviated version
Duple time; barred every semibreve; this work is
co, [Pracludium] 150 in Elias Mertel’s RISM series A

of, or a piece related
1, M 2337 (1615), p. 74.

2dus (ff. 22", 23°)
every semibreve,
For two lutes; duple time: barred

minim.
Triple time; barred every doued

appear in D-Ngm
Triple time; barred every dotced minim; concordances
nte);

fil 172, f. 42' (Cowra
Mus. 33748.271/1, £. 62° (Corante) and S-B PB
£ 4° (Courante),
for further versions and sources, see CZ~Pam IV.G.18,
and GB-HAdolmetsch 11,B.1, f. 235° {Conrante).

and sources, see no. 3,

21", 22°) Chorus
Chorea | Chorus | Primus [éf,
fF. 21-23" [Unattributed]

f. 30° [Unattributed] Cowrante

A?.

fF. 36°-37" [Unactributed) Batter | Angloss
Duple time; barred every semibreve,
f, 38° [Unused staves)

81, £. 131 (Cor: Francese
version is found in A-KR L

20

21

48.

fF, 38°39

56,

£47" [Unateribuced) Mascarade
Duple time; barred every semibreve.

57,

fA8"

[Unattributed] Cowranze

Triple cime; barred every dotted minim; for a concordance, see S~B PB
Ail 172, fh 17*-18' (Curante Francevis).

49,

Tertia | pars
Three-movement suite; duple time; barred every semibreve; che tune is
shared by the lute versions at GB—Cu Dd.4.22, ff, 89 (the noble menes
mask tune) and GB-Lbl Additional MS 38539, £. 19' (the Noble Man),
and by the instrumental consort versions at GB-Lbl Additional MS 10444,
ff. 30° and 81' (The Nobieman) and RISM series B 1, 1646" (Johana
Schop; Nebel-Man, wan £ Schopen gefiguert | Nobleman, van I. Schopen
Grond-stem); for editions of the consort and lute versions, see Sabol 1982,
nos. 106, 261 and 262; comments about the luce manuscripes appear in

58.

51.

$2.

version appears in D-Us Smr Mise.

f. 42° [Unatcribuced] Batter
Duple time; barred every semibreve.

60,

él,

ff. 46"-47'

[Unattribuced]

[Passaggio)

ff. $1'~50"

[Unautributed)

Bedler

first book, no. 42.

62.

Mf. 51°52"

(Unattributed) La Schemee [La Chimay]

Triple time: barred every dotted minim; the cune was
used in Jan janszoon
Starter, RISM series A I, S 4708 (1621), p. 165 (La
Chime),

see Souris and Rollin 1981, no. 59, and Sparr 1999-2004, no, 27.

55.

f. 50°

concludes on f. $0"; for furcher versions and sources, see
Souris and Roljjn
1989,

Triple time; barred every dotted minim: for further versions and sources,

ff. 45°46" (Unattributed) Sailer
Duple time; barred every semibreve.

fF. 49°50" [Unattributed) Courante
Triple time; barred every docted minim.

Duple time; barred every semibreve; this work comme
nces on f, 51' and

ff, 4344! [Unattribured] Couranse

[Unauribuced] Lerenciez [LOrangicr}

63.

fF. 52°53"

(Unattributed) Baller

ff, 53°54"

[Unateribuced] Sarabande

Duple time; barred every semibreve.

(Unatteibuted) Almande | grariae

Duple time; barred every semibreve; for further versions and sources, sec

Triple time; barred every docted minim; for a furcher
version and source,
see D-KI 4" Mus. 108.1, ff, 98°99" (Sarabande),

RISM series B 1, 1601", f. 109° (Admande Gratie}, and B—Be Lit, $' 26.369,

f. 35' (Almande grassie).

65.

ff, $4"~57"

(Unattributed) Pascomezo | 2 dee!

Duple time; barred every semibreve.
22

(baller): further

Lacks most of its rhythm tablacure signs, and withou
t barlines; possibly
incomplete.

(Unattributed) Baller| madame

fF. 44-A¥

133b, ff. (62°63)

versions for keyboard or viols are indicated in Sparr
1999-2004, no. 8.

Triple time; barred every dotted minim.
53.

Badler

Mus, ms. 21646, fF. 74" (Balle
del teo
Espina) and 90" (Balicto
del Expina), GB-Cu Na.6.36, £ 27" (Bailes), D-DI M 297,
pp. 140-141
(Balierte), GB-HAdolmetsch IL.B.1, ff 34°-35" (Ballet
de Lepin}, RUSSPan,O N* 124, ff. 4445" (Bailes), S-SkmaS 253,
110-111"; a mandora

59.

f, 43

[Charles de Lespine]

TV.
G. 18, fF 130"131 (Baller Lepin), D-LEm I. 6. 15, pp. 310-311 (Ballet
38), D-Mbs

in Nicol! 1963, pp. 257-258.

Duple time; barred every semibreve; this work might be an arrangement
of ane of the orchestral dances cited in MeGowan 1978.

ff. 48-49

Duple time; barred every semibreve; for concordanc
es see CZ-Pam

Craig-McFeely 1994, pp. 395-400 and 494-504, and the tune is included
30.

Praety | dium | H Pyiso

Duple time: barred every semibreve.

FF. 39°42" [Unartributed) Mascarade | The Nodleman
Secunda | pars Liusdfem}

23

ff. 57°*~S8" Lewrenclinus!

Couranse

section (barred every semibreve); the chan
ge of time signature could suggest
that this work was

Triple time; barred every dotted minim; in che upper, outside corner
che
copyist inscribed ‘lawrene|inus]', which may refer to the lucenist
Lorenzino;

an arrangement of 2 piece from a court ente
rtainment.

it is unclear whether the name refers to the present piece; for a further
version and source, see Souris and Rollin 1989, first book, no. 52.
67,

72.

ff. SB'~S9° [Unateributed) La Vingrome [Courante La Vignonne]
Triple time; barred every dotted minim; this version differs from those at
nos.

13, 82 and 85; an early hand added a partly illegible inscription ac
che top of

E. 59° (?M*Eorste BYBruano | 50’); a laver hand added 'Badlo | 70 at the end
of the piece; presumably the latter inscriptions referred to other sources.
68,

for further versions and sources, see CH—Bu E.1X.53,
13°14" (Counante),
CH~-BEsa 123, p. [123] (untitled), and RUS-SPan O N° 124.
£ 35' (Cor:)

73.

ff, 65-66" [Unattributed] Jngleza
Duple time: barred every semibreve.

74,

ff. 66°67" [Unactributed] Baller
Duple cime; barred every semibreve.
f, oF

76.

2003, pp. xiv (no. 37) and xxi (n.23); modern editions appear
in Poulton

fF. 62°63

ff. 68'-69

tune which survives in many arrangements for lute, cittern, lyra
viol, keyboard, and voice, and about which there is more information
in Simpson
1992, p. 100 2.306; the present version is a setting of
Howet's

78.

“Walsingham Galliard’ which exists in versions for lute and keyboar
d; the

for further versions and sources, sce Robinson 1996 and Robins
on 1998;
the latter also contains an edition.

fF. 6364

[Unactributed] Valere

Triple time (barred every dotted semibreve) together with
a duple time

(Unartributed? Pracludium

Duple time; barred every semibreve.

earliest source of Howet's lute version is GB-Cu Dd.2.1
1, £ 29° (untied);

71,

£ 68" [Unateributed] Batier
Duple time; barred every semibreve;
based on an English tune used in Jan
Janszoon Starter,
M140 VL&6S, p. 37 (Chanson angle
se),

[Gregory Howet] Galliand [ Walsingham]

1966, pp. 741-742, Ward 1967, pp, 79-83, Ward 1977, pp. 26-28,
and

Butler

RISM series AI, 4708 (1621), p. 44 (D
Engeliche Kloke
Dawns}, Adcian Valerius, RISM series B
1, 1626", p. 150 (d' Emgetche blocks
dans), and US-R Vault

Triple time; barred every dotted semibreve; based on an English
ballad

Ward

(Unattribuced]

Duple time; barred every semibreve.

and Lam 1981, nos. 23 and 23a.
70,

Franciscane

(n.27).

ff. 59°60 [Unattribuced] Belle| ville [Courance]
Triple time; barred every dotted minim; the cune is based on that of Jean

ff. 60°62" (John Dowland] Frog | galliard | 2 deel
Triple time; barred every dotted semibreve; this work survive
s in arrangements for lure, luce duct, citcern, cittern and voice, mixed consort
, keyboard, and voice; for the versions and sources, see Goodwin and
Harwood

| Unattributed]

e sources include ‘Franciscano’, or
a variation of
it, in cheir titles), see Goodwin and
Harwood 2003, pp. xv (no. 42) and
xxi-xxii

Boyer’s French air de cowr Sa beauté extréme’ in RISM series
Al, B 4181
(1619), & 9°; ic is possible that che tune was written by, or
named in
honour of, the French dancer, violinist and composer, Jacques de
Belleville;

69,

ff. 64-65"

Duple time: barred every semibreve; inspi
red by the Italian folksong ‘La
bella Franceschina’; some settings use the
English ballad cune ‘Mal Sims’
which survives in attangements for
lute, cittern, mandora, violin and
bass, viols, mixed consort, keyboard,
and voice, and about which there
is mote information in Ward 1967, PP.
62-64; for some further versions and sources (som

f, 69" (Unatcribuced) cin Soldaten
| #1 vorhand)en| (Walking in a
Country Town]
Duple time; barred every semibreve;
another version and further details
appear ac no, 8.
f.70

79,

[Unused staves}

¥. 70-71"

[Unatributed)

Bargamasco

Duple time; barred every semibreve;
this version differs from that at no, 2,

24
25

[?Eanemond Gaultier}

F 71%-72°

(Les) Larmes {Courante]

for concordances (the last arranged
‘Triple time; barred every dotted minim;
by
M 4023 (1631) & 27" (Courante,
for lyra viol), see RISM series A I,
b!
GB-L
and
(Courante Gothier),
Louis de Moy), CZ-Pam 1V.G.18, £. $2°
Additional MS 56279, f 14.

Dowland)

Panana | Lachrimae

Uohn
in arrangements
barred every semibreve; this work survives
time;
e
Dupl
voices with luce and cictern, lyra
for lute, lute trio, lute and voice, (wo
n and bass, and keyboard; for the
viol, viol consort, mixed consort, violi
Harwood 2003, pp. xv (no. 47)
versions and sources, sce Goodwin and
2006, pp. 29-34; a modern ediand xxiii (0.32), and Gale and Crawford
no. 15.
tion appears in Poulton and Lam 1981,
72-74

82,

ne [Courance La Vignonne)
ff. 74°-75" (Unattribuced] davignon
at
m; this version differs from chose
Triple time; barred every dotted mini
1%2"
ff.
ordances see CH-Bu FIX.53,

aos. 13, 67 and 85; for conc
{6 41-42! (de Vignione).
(L’Auignion), and RUS-SPan O Ne 124,
£76

$3.

(Unused staves)

fe 76-77"

[Unareributed] prelude

ff. 77°-90'

[Unused staves]

Duple time; largely unbarred.

{Manuscript

84.

85.

£90"

[Untitled]

)
(Unatcribuced) [(Courante La Vignonne

this version differs from those at
Triple time; barred every dotted minim;
nos. 13, 67 and 82,
£91"

[Unaciributed)

A-Lia
B- Be

B-Be
CH-Ba
CH-BEsa
CZ-Pom

CZ-Pe
D-B
D-DI

Batlette

Duple cime; barred every semibreve,

Austria, Kremsmiinster, Benediktiner-Stift Kremsmonster,
Regenterei oder Musikarchiv
Austria, Linz, Oberoserreichisches Landesarchiv

heque
Belgium, Brussels, Conservatoire Royal de Musique, Bibliot

Belgium, Beussels, Bibliothéque Royale de Belgique
Switzerland, Basel, Offentliche Bibliothek der Universicar Basel
Swirzerland, Been, Eidgendssisches Staatsarchiv
Cuech Republic, Prague, Nérodef mazcum
Czech Republic, Prague, Nérodai knihorna
Germany, Berlin, Staacsbibliothek zu Berlin Preussischer

Kulourbesite

Germany, Dresden, Suchsische Landesbibliochek

D-Hs

Germany, Hambarg, Staats- ond Universtinsbibliothek Carl voa

D-HMvonbuseh

Germany, Hamburg, Private Library of Hans von Busch

Onssicreky

D-Kl

ek
Germany, Kassel, Landesbibliothek und Marhardsche Biblioth

D-KNh

Germany, Kiln, Staatliche Hochschule filr Musik, Bibliothek

D-LEm
D-Lr
D-Mbs

D-Ngm
D-Us
D-W
D-ZW

GBe-Cu

possibly a prelude.
Duple time; barred every semibreve;
ff. 90°-91'

A-KR

DK-Kk
F-Pn

inverted:]

[Unattributed]

RISM Library sigla for Table of Contents and Endnotes

GB-Cim
GB-Ge
GB-HAdolmetsch
G8-lLam

der Stadt Kassel
Germany,
Germany,
Germany,
Germany,

Leipzig, Stiidtische Bibliotheken, Musikbibliothek
Loncburg, Raisbaicherel und Seadtarchiv der Stade Lanchung
Manchen, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek Manchen
Nornberg, Germanisches National-Musews, Bibliothek

Germany, Ulm, Stadtbidliochek

Germany, Wolfenbouel, Hertog-August- Bibliothek
Germany, Zweibricken (Pfalz), Bibliosheca Bipontina,
Wissenschaftliche Bibliothek am Herzog-Wolfgang-Gymnasium
Denmark, Kebcaharn, Det Kongelige Bibliotek Slotsholmen
France, Paris, Bibliothtque Nationale de France

Great Bricain, Cambridge University Library
Great Britain, Cambridge, Firewilliam Museum

Great Britain, Glasgow, Ewing Music Library
Great Britain, Haslemere, Carl Dolmetsch Library

GB-WP forester

Great Britain, London, Royal Academy of Music, Library
Great Britain, London, British Library
Great Britain, Willey Park, Shropshire, Private Library of

LT-Va

Lord Forester
Lithuania, Vilnius, Lietuvos moksly akademijos biblioteka

NL-DHgm
NL-Lu

Netherlands, Leiden, Rijksuniversiteit, Bibliotheek

GB-LbI

PL-Kj
RUS-SPan
S-B
S-Skma

Netherlands, Den Haag, Gemeentemuscum Murickafdcling
Poland, Krakéw, Biblioteka Jagiellonska
Russia, Sc Peversburg, Biblioteks Rossijkskoj akademii nauk
Sweden, Balsta, Skoklosters, Sloresbibliorekec
Sweden, Stockholm, Kungliga Musikaliska Akademiens Bibliotek
27

Ukraine, Liviv, Gosudarstvennyi universicet imeni Ivana Franko,
Naucnaja Biblioteka
Public Library
..
New York
Unixed States of America, New York, N.¥

UA-LVu
US-NYp

United States of America, Rochester, N.Y.. Sibley Music Library,

US-R

Eastman School of Music
United States of America, Washingtoa, D.C., Folger Shakespeare
Library

US-Ws
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RISM seriesA 1, BB 775 1,1 {16hh)

Morley 1599

Thomas Morley, The Hires Booke of Consort Lessone: Made by Divers Exquirite Authors, for
Six Instrumener. . . (London, 1599; not cited in RISM, though the reprint of 1611 is
included),
Naschenweng 1997
Hannes P. Naschenweng, “Wann crlosch das Geschlecht der Freiherren Hoffmann
von
Granbihel und Strechau?’, Zeitschrift des Historischen Vereines Sir Stetermark, 88 (1997),

pp. 101-171.

NDB
Newe Dewtiche Biographie, od. Historischen Koramission bei der Bayerischen Akademie

der Wissenschaften, 22 vols co date (Berlin, 1953-).

Needham 1979
Paul Needham, fuetve Centuries of Bookbinding: 400-1600 (New York, 1979),
Nicol! 1963

Allardyce Nicoll, The Worky of Cyril Tourneur (New York, 1963).

Piccard 1961-1987
Gerhard Piccard, Die Wanerzcichenhartei
Piccard im Hauprtasnarchiv Stuttgart, 17 vols
(Stucegart, 1961-1987),
Pindter 1884-1905
Rudolf Pindter, Die Incunabeln in der Fideicommis-Bibliorhek dei Farrten Dierrichstes

auf Schion Nikolburg (Brinn, 1884~1905),
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Robert Ballard, {Premier livre de futh} (Paris
, 1611); for a facsimile, see Ballard 1995,

RISM series A 1, D 3478 (1597)

John Dowland, The Firs Booke of Songes or Ayres
... (London, 1597); for a facsimile, see
Dowland 1968,
RISM series AI, D 3483 (1600)

Joho Dowland, Yhe Second Booke of Song
or Ayre
s s. . (London, 1600); for a facsimile,
see Dowland 1970,
RISM series AL, D 3485 (1604)

Lachrimas or Scaven Teares Figured in Seave
r Parsionare Pevans, with Divers other Pavani
,
Galtards, and Almmands,Set Forth for the Luse,
Viob, or Violins, in Five Parte (London,
[1604]; RISM series AJ, D 3485); for facsim
iles, see Dowland 1992 and Dowland 1998.

RISM series A J, E 884 (1559-1564)
Jean d'Estree, Premier (Quart) livre danseries
. - & tout mis em musi
2 quat
qu
re e
(2 4 a
5. Fa 6) parties (approprics sant a ka voix bumai
ne, que pour jower sur tous instruments
musicals)... (Paris, 1559-1564).

RISM seriesA 1, G 4821 (1613)
Pierre Gutdion, Second livre d'airs de cour 4
quatre & cing parties . . » (Paris, 1613).
RISM series A 1, G 4822 (1617)
Pierre Guédton, Troiss{2me} livre dairs de cour
a quatre et cing parties... (Paris, 1617).
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RISM series A [, H 6261 (1597)

Antony Halborne, The Cissharn Schools... hereunto are added Sixe Short Aers Neapoliraniike
10 Three Voyces, withour the Instrument: dome by His Brosher William Holborne . . . (Landon, 1597); for a facsimile, see Holborne 1973.
RISM series A 1, M 2337 (1615)
Elias Mertel, Ffortus masicalis mows . . . (Strasburg, 1615); for a facsimile, see Mercel
1983.
RISM series A 1, M 4023 (1631)

Louis de May, 1 petit boucguet, de frise orientale, contenant quelques chansonmettes musicales;
pour soucher du tush join deux violes de gambar parmy lei vois: et autres padwanes pour fe bush
& violons commune; avec diverses pidces fort faciler pour towcher dw iush seul... (sl, 163%).
RISM series A i, P 5366 (1612)
Michael Praetorius, Terpinchore... Darinnen allerley... Dantze una Lieder... mit 4. 5.
und 6. Stimmen ... (Wolfenbiittel, 1612).

RISM series B 1, 1613"
Airs de différents ausheurs, mis en tablature de uch par Gabriel Bataille. Quarriesme livre . . .
(Paris, 1613); for a Facsimile, see Baraille 1980,
RISM series B I, 1626"

Neder-landtiche Gedenck-Clanck ... De liedehens (veest alle niew eymde) gestelt ap musycknoten, ende cick op cen vericheywden wois, bemeffens
de tablatuer van de luyt
ende cyther . .
door Adrianum Vaicrium. . , (Haarlem, 1626); for a facsimile, see Valerius 1974.
RISM series B 1, 1646"
T Ulenemen: Kabinet, vol padwanen, allmanden, sarabanden, couranten, ballecten, intraden,
aire ere, En de nicusre voizen, om met 2. en 3, flooien, of ander specltuibg te gebraicken. san
ide aldevkonstighste speel-meesters, en liefbebbers, ... by cen gestelt ... (Amserdam, 1646).
Robinson 1973

RISM series A 1, R 1800 (1603)
Thomas Robinson,
Robinson 1973.

modulamina continens, Novum plane, et longe excellens opus... congertum, et... divisum,
per foannem Bapriscam Berardum .,. (Cologne, 1603); for a facsimile, see Besard 1975,

The Schoole of Muricke. .. (Landon,

1603); for a facsimile, see

RISM series AJ, 8 4708 (1621)
Jan Janszoon Starter, Friesche Lust-hof, beplant mer vericheyde stichtelyee minne-liedekens,
gedicheen, ende boertige kluchten ... met schoone kopere figueren versierd: ende by alte
ondekende wyien, de noten, ofte musyeke gevoeghr, door Mr. facgues Veedeman . . . (Amster
dam, 1621); for a facsimile, see Starter 1974.

Thoma; Robinson: The Schoole of Musicte, The English Experience: its Record in Early

Printed Books Published in Facsimile, $89 (Amsterdam, 1973),

;

Rabinson 1996
John H. Robinson, “The Complete Lute Solos of Gregory Howet', Lave News, 39 (Sen-

tember 1996), cablarure supplement, pp. 1-10, and Laure News, 40 (December 1996),
tablature supplement, pp, L-12,
Robinson 1998

Collected Lute Soles of Gregory Hower, ed. lohan H. Robinson (Libeck, 1998).
RISM series B I, 1570"
Sclectistima elegantinimague, gatlica, itation et latina im guiterma ludenda carmina . . (Louvain, 1570).

RISM series B 1, 1596"

Robinson 2004
John H, Robinson, “Manuscript Sources of Music Associated with Thomas Robinson’,
Lute News, 71 {Ocrober 2004}, pp. 1-25,

William Barley, A New Booke of Tablitwre . .. (London, 1596); for a facsimile, see Barley

Robinson 2006

2000,

Joho H. Robinson, ‘Lute Arcangements of Music by Hans Leo Hassler (1564—1612)',
Lute News, 79 (September 2006), cablacure supplement, pp. 1-21,

RISM series B I, 1597°

Airs de court. Jdis en musique & 4. & 5. parties de plusieurs authewrs . . . (Patis, 1597).

Robinson 2007
Lute Soles Ascribedte Elias Mertel, ed. Joho H. Robinson (Litbeck, 2007}, forthcoming.

RISM series B 1, 1601"

Florida, sive cantiones, ¢ quamplurimis practtantisimorum nostri acvi muricorum bibris
jelectac. Ad tertudinis wsum accomodatac ... 1. van Hove, antverpiani. . . (Uteecht, 1601);
for a facsimile, see Hove 2004.

Rollin and Vaccaro 1977
Oewvres des Mercure, od, Manique Rollin and Jean-Michel Vaccaro (Paris, 1977).
Sabol 1982

RISM series B 1, 1603"

Therawrus harmonieus divin’ Lawrencin’ Romani, nec non pracitansissimorum musicarum,

gui hoc secudo in diversis orbis parribus excellant, selectissima omnis generis cantus in restudine

4

Four Hundred Songs & Dances from the Sruart Masque with a Supplement of Sixteen Additional Plever, ed. Andrew J}. Sabol (2nd edn, Providence, Rhode Island, 1982).
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Simpson 1966
}.,
Claude M, Simpson, The British Broadside Ballad and Ite Music (New Brunswick, N.
1966),
Sources 1991-1999

Sources manuscrizes en tablasure, duth ex theorbe fc. 1500-¢, 1800), catalogue deseriptif (Baden
Baden & Bouxwiller, 1991-1999): vol. i: Comfoederario Heloeriea (CH), France (F), (1991),
ed. Francois-Pierre Goy, Christian Meyer and Monique Rollin, vol. it: Bundesrepublik
Deutcbland (D) (1994), od. Christian Meyer with the collaboration of Frangois-Pierre
Goy, Pecer Kiraly and Monique Rollin, vol. iii/1: Ouserreich (A} (1997), od. Christian
Meyer with the collaboration of Francois-Pierre Goy, Peter Kiraly and Monique Rollin,
and vol. iii/2: Republique Tcheque (CZ) Homgrie (H) Litmanie (LT) Polegne (PL) Kederation de Russie (RF) Slovaquie (SK} Ukraine (UKR) (1999), ed. Christian Meyer with the
collaboration of Tum Crawford, Frangois-Pierre Goy, Peter Kirlay and Monique Rollin.
Souris and Rollin 1981
Ocwores pour lush sent de Jean-Baptiste Besard, od. André Souris and Monique Rollin (2nd
edn, Paris, 198%).
Souris and Rollin 1989
Nicolas Valles, Oeuvres pour kuch seul, ed, André Souris and Monique Rollin (2nd edn,
Paris, 1989).

Triesel 1929

Hugo Triesel, ‘Die Handschriften des Giacopo Castelvetro in der Dietrichstein'schen
Fideikomias-Bibliothek zu Nikolsburg’, Zeitschrift des Dewtrehen Vereins fiir die Geschichte

Mihrens und Schlesien, 31 (1929), pp. 129-164.
Valerius 1974

Adrianus Valerias: Neder-landtche gedenck-clanck, Monuments of Music and Music Literature in Facsimile, Second Series, Music Liverature, 63 (New York, 1974).
Ward 1967

John M. Ward, ‘Apropos “The British Broadside Ballad and Its Music”, frwrmed of the
American Musicological Soviery, 20 (1967), pp. 28-86.
Ward 1977
John M. Ward, ‘A Dowland Miscellany’, fowrmad
of the Lute Society
of America, 10 (1977),

pp. 1-153.
Ward

1992

John M. Ward, Music for Elizabethan Lutes, 2 vols (Oxford, 1992).
Wolf 1963

Johannes Wolf, Mandbweb der Norarionskunde, 2 vols (Wiesbaden, 1913-1919, reprinted
Hildesheim, 1963).

Sourls and Spycker 1963-1964

Ocwores de Robert Ballard, ed. André Souris and Sylvie Spycker with a study of the

concordances by Monique Rollin (Paris, 1963-1964).

Spare 1999-2004
Kenneth Sparr, ‘Charles de Lespine, Lacenist and Composer’, hupel!www,tabulavura.com!

Index of Composer Names

Lespine.hem (1999-2004).

Ballard, Robert 15, 26, 31,

Lespine, Charlesde 58

Spencer 1976

Bover, Jean 68
Cosyn, Benjamin 37
D'Estrées, Jean 27
Dowland, John 69, 81
Gaulhtier, Eanemond 11, 80

Mercure d'Orléans 24
Mertel, Elias 40, 41, 45
Mor, Louis de 80
Phalise, Pierre 27
Practorius, Michael 37

Lorenzino 66

Belleville, Jacques de 68

of Early
Study by Robert Spencer, Reproductions
The Board Luse Book with an Introductory
Music, 4 (Leeds, 1976).

Spence 2000

Lute Society Facsimsiles [2]: Krakéw Mus. ms. 40641, with introductory material by Robert

Spencer (Albury, 2000).
Starter 1974
Jan Janseoon Starter: Friesche-Lusthof, beplans met verichepde stichtelyke minne-liedekens,
gedichten, ende boersige kinchten ... 1621, (facsimile edition, Amsterdam, 1974).

Gaultier
Gauttier
Gothier
Guédron,

Pyso. H 57
Reys, Jakub 3, 33
Robinson, Thomas 8
Salmon, Jacques 32

46
26
26, 46, 80
Pierre 4, 10, 15, 20,

Schop, Johann

31, 36
Hower, Gregory
Johnson, Robert

Sundermann 1972
Roberr Johnson: Compicre Works for Solo Lute, ed. Albert Sundermann (London, 1972).
36

49

Starter, Jan Janszoon
Valerius, Adrian 76

70
23

37

62, 76

Although [ identified and traced the concordances of selected pieces prior to their involvement, Frangois-Pierre Goy, Claude Chauvel (particulars from the latter were supplied by
the former) and John H. Robinson have kindly assisted me with information abour many
compositions, providing details abour attributions and concordances, ot referred me to
places where they can be found; John H. Robinson also helped by supplying selected copies. 1 would like co express my gratitude to all of them for sharing their extensive knowledge
of the bute repertoire. In addision | arn grateful to Tim Crawford for advice abour Elias
Mertel, to Michael Gale for comparing selected luce versions of Dowland’s “Lachrimae
Pavan’, and to Chrisopher Goodwin for responding helpfully to my enquiries.

Index of Titles
Alimande gratiae

55

Aria di Fiorenza

7

Je rencontral lautre jour 36
La Chimay 62
La Schemee 62

Baller 7, 12, 20, 29, 31, 36, 47. 50. 51,
$4, 58, 61, 63, 74, 75, 76, 36
Ballet Anglois 47
Baller de la Reine 31
Ballet madame $1
Ballo del Gran Duca 7
Belleville 68
Bergamasca 2, 79
Bonny Sweet Robin 9
Branle de la Torche 27

La Signolle 25

La Vignonne 15, 67, 82, 85
Les Larmes 80

UOrangier

Passamerxo
Pavan

Franciscano

Sellenger’s Round

10

Spanish Pavan
Valete 71

26

72

French Tune, The

42, 65

6, 81

(1.6.15 (the so-called Albertus Diugoraj luse book, 1619); D-Ngm MS 33748/M.271,
Pascicle 1 (61615-1620); D-W Cod, Guelf, 18.7 Aug, 2° and 18.8 Aug. 2° (Philipp

Hainhofer's lute books, 1603-1604); DK-Kk Thott 841.4° (Petrus Pabritius’ lute
book, 1604-1608); LT~Va MS F 15-285 (Kénigsberg lute book, 21605-1625);
NL-Lu MS 1666 (lohan Thysius’ luce book, ¢,1590—-1646); PL-Kj Mus. ms. 40143

Prelude 3, 33, 40, 41, 57, 77, 83
Robin ts to the Greenwood Gone 9
Sa beauté extreme 68
Saluarello 43
Sarabande 38, 64

10, 15
Fauorite de Gauetier

Herold’s lute book (1602); D-Ms M B 2768 (Ernst Schele's lure book, 1613-1619);

1D-KI 4° Mus. 108.1 (Victor de Montbuysson’s lute book, 1611}; D-KNh R. 242
(Elpsabeth Romers’ lute book, late sixteenth to carly seventeenth century): D-LEm

Pavaniglia 6

Est ce Mars ce grand dieu des alarmes 4,

Volte

4, 10, 15

late sixteenth century), For more on these lute sources, see Sources 1991-1999.

To this group could also be added Continental manuscripts now in Great Britain,
GB-LbI! Sloane 1021 (usually known as the Johann Scobaeus lute book, ¢, 1640) and

6

GB-HaAdolmetsch 11.8.1 (lace book of Bavarian origin, 1620). In addition, instru
mental ensemble and keyboard works by Dowland appear alongside compositions by

'

19, 30, 35

Walsingham

Galliard 22, 23, 45, 69, 70
Ingleza 73

{manuseript including lute tablature copied 1600-1603); S—B PB fil. 172 (Brahe
luce-book, 61610-1620); and UA-LV¥u 1400/1 (Hans Kernsthok’s luce book, mid to

4, 10, 15

Walking in a Country Town

Prog Galliard 69

The manuscript luce books include: A-Lla Schlossarchiv Aurolmaaster MS 475
(Michael Edjsertt’s luce book, carly seventcenth century}; CZ—Pa XXIILE.174 (Nicolas

Schall von Lebendorf’s luce book, dated 1608, 1613 and 1615); D-B Mus. ms.
40141 (Johannes Nauclerus’s lure book, <1607-1620), D-Hvonbusch, Christoph

Pavan d'Espagne 6
Pavana Lachrimae 8)

14, 18, 21, 24, 25,

26, 28, 32, 37, 38, 39, 44, 46, 48, $2,
59, 66, 67, 68, 80, 82, 85
Courante Sarabande 38
Rin Soldaten ist vorhanden 78
En me revenane de Saint Nicolas 5, 17

Ese se Dernars

1

Passaggio 1, 60

Cacquet de femmes 28
C'est wap courit les caux 20
Chorea 34
Courante
11, 13,

53

Mal Sims 72
Mascarade The Nobleman 49
Mascarate 16, 17, 49, 56,
My Lady Mildemay’s Delight 23
Packington’s Pound 37

mainland European composers in Continental sources,

8, 78

70

2

For more on A-Lla Schlossarchiv Aurolmanster MS 475, see Ward 1977, pp. 138-

139, Charteris 1986, pp. 137~138, Sources 1991-1999, vol. iii/], pp. 98-106, and
Robinson

3

Notes

I am grateful co the staff of che Musikabteilung mic Mendelssoha-Archiy of the
Staatsbibliothek ru Berlin Preussischer Kulturbesitr, and expecially co its former Direccor, Dr. Helmut Hell, for their kind assistance during my visits to their library and for
providing information and photographic materials as well as permission to ceproduce the
photographs, In addition, 1 would like to thank other libraries where | have undertaken
relevant work, including: Copenhagen, Det Kongelige Bibliocek; Hamburg, Staats- und
Universivitsbibliothek: Landesbibliochek und Murhardsche Bibliothek der Stadt Kassel;
Krakéw, Bibliotcka Jagiellonska; Universititsbibliothek Innsbruck; London, British
Library; and Wolfenbiittel, Herzog-August-Bibliothek,
38

2006, pp. 2-4.

After its purchase by che Staasbibliothek ze Berlin, 1 was fortunare enough to be the
first person to study the manuscript and obtain a microfilm copy. Some of its pieces
have since been mentioned in Goy 2006.

4

Briquet 1966, Heawood 1950 and Piccard 1961-1987.

5

Needham 1979, p, 285.

G

information about the Hoffmann, Manrer and Holzschuher libraries is found in

Goldschmidt 1938, pacim, and Needham 1979, pp. 284-287. For further details
about Holeschuher, see Meyer 1885,

39

For more on the Griinbohel family. see Huber 1927, Ehrlicher 1972, Ehrlicher 1992
and Nascheoweng 1997.

Comments about the Hoffmana and Dictrichaein libraries appear in Goldschmidt
1938, pp. 1-12, and in the sale catalogues cited in 0.9, Further details are found in
Pindter 1884-1905, Dudik 1868, and Triesel 1929. For entries about other members
of the Dietrichstein family, see NDB, vol. ili, pp. 700-702 and DGB, pp. 595-596.
The original H. Gilhofer and H. Ranschburg sale catalogues originated from different offices which used distinct catalogue sequences, Auktion XI 1933, Auktion Xill

1934 and Aukrion LXI 1934. For more on the Dietrichstein library, see Klecker and
Reisner 1999.
10 Manuskripre 1988, lor 3, includes comments about the mature and history of the
manuscript, though somewhat inaccurately,
il

‘This source is mentioned in Wolf 1963, vol. i, p. 146, and described in Boetticher

1978, p. 209,

Dowland’s ‘Frog Galliard’, sce Simpson 1966, pp. 242-244, Poulton 1982, pp.
142-144, Poulton and Lam 1981, mos. 23 and 23a, and Goodwin and Harwood
2003, pp. xiv, xxi and 28,

17 See Goodwin and Harwood 2003, p. 28, and Charceris 2005, p. 276.
18 The earliest printed source of Dowland’s lute version is RISM series B 1, 1596":
some of the manuscript sources, such as Matthew Holmes’s copy in GB-Cu Dd. 2.11

{f, 81, probably pre-date che 1596 edition. In respect of Dowland’s consort version,
the earliest source is almost certainly PL-Kj Mus.ane.peact. H $40 (see Charteris

2001, pp. 7-12, and the facsimile on p. 10). The consort version was first published
in RISM series A [, D 3485 (1604). Dowland’s vocal version, scored for two voices
and lute, was first published in RISM series Af, D 3483 (1600). For further details
about Dowland’s ‘Lachrimae Pavan’, see Poulton 1982, pp. 124-133, 347-350, Poulron
and Lam 1981, no, 15, Pinto 1997, Holman 1999 and Gale and Crawford 2006,
19 The errata and omissions comprise:

(1) In the first paragraph, line 6 concludes with my first foornare, which should

12 The RISM (Répertoire Inrernational
des Sources Musicales) references in this article are

found in series A I and series B I, RISM series A 1 consists of vals imix: Karlheinz
Schlager et al, (ods,), Hinzeldracke wor 1800 (Kassel, 1971-1984), vols xi-xiil: [se
Kindermann and Jirgen Kindermann (eds,}, Addenda et corrigenda (Kassel, 1986,
1992, and 1998), vol. xiv: Gertrauc Haberkamp (ed,), Addenda er corrigenda (Kassel,

1999), and vol. xv: (no editor named) Register der Verleger, Drucker and Stecher und
Register der Orte (Kassel, 2003}, RISM series BL refers to vol. i: Feangois Lesure
fed.}, Reeweils imprimeés, XViewXVile siteles (Munich Duisburg, 1960). ‘The music
materials are distinguished as follows; RISM series A I uses alphabecical letters followed by catalogue numbers for its Hinzeldrwcke (e.g, B 4181); and RISM series BI

uses publication years with superscript catalogue numbers for anthologies (e.g., 1570").
13 Robinson 2007 contains a tablature edition of works aticibuted co Mercel, as well as

information about his arrangements of pieces by others in his 1615 collection.
14 Details about the history of this dance and its sources (except for the Berlin lure

book) appear in Dickinson 1982,
15 For information about this dance and the location of other versions, see Kirkendale
1972 and Kirkendale 200).

16 The earliest manuscript sources of Dowland’s lute version consist of GB-Cu Dd.2.11,

ff. 40° and 93° (The Frege Galtlard), GB-Ge Euing 25, ff. 26-27" (untitled), and
US-Ws V.b.280, f. 12° (frog Gaillard
| fo: dowlende). Dowland’s vocal version, scored
for voice and bute, was first published in RISM seriesA I, D 3478 (1597). A mined

consort version was first published in Morley 1599. Foe further information about
40

read;

Richard Charteris, ‘Wolfgang Hoffmann von Gronbihel's Luce Book:

A New

Source from the Early Seventeenth Century’, The Lute, 46 (2006 [published in 2008]),
pp. 1 et seqg., publication coinciding with this issue of Lute News.

{2} In the second paragraph, lines 17-18, my footnote needs ta be restored indicacing

the source of the quocation ‘probably the finest private collection in central Europe’:
Paul Needham, Twelve Censuries of Bookbinding: 400-1600 (New York, 1979), p. 285.
(3) In the fourch paragraph, beginning in line 4, the sentence “In addition co twa
preludes (sce no. | edited here), . . ballete (17, see nos. 9, 14 and 15), . . courante
(24, see nos, 12 and 16)... prelude (7)... and a secting of the continental ballad .
».' should read: [n addition co two pauaggi, the instrumental genres comprise allmande
(1, see no, 8 edited here), ballert (17, see nos, 3, 9, 14 and 15), bergamasco (2, see
no, 10), branle (1), chorea (1}, courante (24, see nos. 7, 12 and 17), galliard (5, see
no. 5), mascarate (4, see no. 2), passamerzo (2), pavan (2, see no. 6), prelude (7, see
no. 1), saltarello (1), sarabande (2, see no, 13) and valte (3, see no. 16).
{4) In the fourch paragraph, beginning in line 14, the sentence “Three pieces in che

manuscript were composed for ewo lures in unison . . .” is potentially misleading

since the Jutes do nor double each other; it should read: Three pieces in the manuscript were cach composed for two lutes, 2 chorea and two courantes.
(5) | obtained the photographs for this article in The Laze, and permission to repro-

duce them has been provided by che Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin Preussischer
Kuleurbesirz.

(6) In the fifth paragraph, line 17, my footmore needs to be restored after *. . . pub-

lished in 1619’:

For a recent article om the airy de cour, see Francois-Pierre Gory,

“Lair de cour et le répertoire solince des inuruments 4 cordes pincées au temps d’ Henri
IV et de Lowis XIN", Podiie, muesigue ex sociéré: Lisir de cour en France ax XVIP sidcle,
ed. Georgie Durosoir (Litge, 2006), pp. 263-290,
(7) In the fifth paragraph, line 20, my footnote needs to be restored after che
4)

concluding sentence *. . , Jerdme Vignon (b, 715905; d, after 1653).': A study of this
dance appears in Alis Dickinson, “The Courante “La Vignonne”: In the Steps of a
Popular Dance’, Early Music, 10 (1982), pp. 56-62,
(8) In the fifth paragraph, line 20, the concluding sentence, *, . . Jerdme Vignon (b.

THE

LUTE IN CROATIA

ANTON MRZLECKI

1590s; d. after 1653).", should be followed by; Another work in the manuscript was
inspired by the Italian folksong ‘La bella Francesching’ (no. 4).
(9) In the sixth paragraph, beginning in line 8, my footnote should be restored after
‘es well as a ballad’: For further details about Dowland’s ‘Frog Galliard’, see Laze

The musical culture of every country, in each phase of its development, becomes

Chrinopher Goodwin and lan Harwood (Albury, 2003), pp. xiv, xxi and 28.
(10) In the sixth paragraph, beginning in line 9, the senvence “Rather than G major

an integral part of its general culture and depends on economic and political
circumstances, within national borders and without. This culture may be richer
and more self-conscious in an organisationally compact, economically more devel-

Society Facsimiler 3: The Folger ‘Dewland’ Manwscrips, with introductory marerial by

..
should read: Rather than G major, as in Dowland’s version in the lute mancscript US Ws V.b.280 (f. 12° with his autograph ascription "Jo: dowlande’), the presence

piece is in F major, assuming the G tuning mentioned earlier.

(UL) In the sixth paragraph, line 23, several sentences need to be restored after’...

arrangements made by others.": While Dowland’s work is mainly identified with the
lute, he also composed two other versions. One version scored for two voices and
lute, ‘Flow my ceares’, was first published in Dowland’s The Second Booke of Songes or
Ayres (London, 1600). The ocher version, ‘Lachrimae Antiquae’, written for inserumental consort, was published as the first piece in Dowland's Lachrimae or Seaven
Teares Figured in Seaven Passionate Paoan . , , (London, (1604))},
{12} In the sixth parageaph, my footnote should be restored after the final sentence

inno, 11 above: The mose recent study of Dowland's ‘Lachrimae Pavan’ appears in

Michael Gale and Tim Crawford, ‘John Dowland’s *Lachrimae” at Home and Abroad’,

The Lute, 44 (2004 (published in 2006]), pp. 1-34,
The editorial procedure and worklist, together with footnote nos, 5-8, were not

written by me and should have appeared in a separate section, They fall outside the
range of this Liss.

TRANSLATED BY TIZIANA SBISA

oped, and nationally independent community. The development of musical
culrure may be hindered, on the other hand, in those countries which have
suffered difficult or critical moments during their national and economic
development, Croatia found itself under the domination of foreign conquerors

and invaders for around eight centuries; first Hungarians and then Venetians,
Otcomans, and Austro- Hungarians. The hardest period of all fell during the sixteenth century, when the territory of Croatia was divided and impoverished,
Lacerated by war and insurrection, Croatia was more focused on the preservation
of its national identity than on che development of its culture. Consequently, and
as is the case for the other Slavs, one can understand the rather late appearance

and inclusion of Croatian composers on the European music scene.’
Of all che Slavs, the Croatians alone looked back to the ancient Mediterranean
world after settling in a new land, The heritage of Antiquity and of Western Euro-

pean Christianity have been constant factors in the culrural life of the Croatians
and points of reference that determined their musical life through the ages,’
As for the activity of specific musicians, concrete information begins in the
sixteenth century. Prior to that time, we have many records relating vo church

music in monasteries and other ecclesiastical establishments. Among these cultural testimonies are numerous codices, missals, antiphons and sacred texts. The

oldest extant document dates back to the tenth century and presumably originates from the St. Gallen Monastery. Information about the lives of Croatian

musicians of the sixteenth, seventeenth and cightcenth cencuries mostly relates
to musicians from the Croatian Adriatic coastal region, and co artists living abroad.
The most importante influences on the development of the lute, and the activities of rroubadours in Istria, Slovenia, and Dalmatia came from nearby Italy, so it
is not surprising that the most intense cultural life was developed along the
Adriatic coast, Dalmatia, under Venetian rule, benefitced culturally from its
proximity co Italy, while Dalmatian cities, such as Dubrovnik, Hvar, and Split,

became commercially stronger thanks once again to their prosperous neighbour,
Dubrovnik was even able to win a long period of independence. [c is in Dubrovnik
that we find the richest and the earliest written sources concerning che lute in
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SOME ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION ON
WOLFGANG VON GR
ONBOHEL’S LUTE
BOOK
FRANCOIS-PIERRE

the mid-16205.” These

works are much more developed than the few
earlier and
very short unmeasured preludes, some of
which are by Daniel Bacheler, found in
English

GOY

Professor Richard Cha

rteris’s substantial articl
e, ‘Wolfgang Hoffmann
Grinbiihel’s luce book:
von
a new source from the
carly seventeenth centur
lished The Lute (2006),
y’, pub.
incroduces its reader

s co a highly interesting
neglected lute book compil
but so far
ed around 1620. The art
icle Provides a description
the manuscript, retraces
of
ies history together with
the biography of irs origin
owner, Wolfgang Hoff
mann von Griinbtihel,
al
and
comments its contents,
itself

thar will show,

moreover, why I beg to
differ with him concernin
scripe’s real significance
g the many.
. For brevity, and eas
e of reference to Charte
RISM sigla are used extens
ris's essay,
ively in chis Paper
in references to sources.

The identity of Scribe 4

emost lutenists of the tim
whose hand was first ide
e, René Mesangeau
ncified by che late Moni
que Rollin in Bullen Re
lute book (now F-Pn Rés
ymes'
. Va, ms. 1404)° and
which 1 subsequently ide
in an carlier manuscript,
ntified
1-Th Ris, Mus 1V.23/2,
pro
porary with Hoffmann
von Grinbiahel’s lute boo bably more or less contemk,‘ As Mesangeau was alr
living in Paris in 1619,°
eady
the appearance here of
his handwriting Sugges
Hoffmann, after having
ts that
stayed at Strasbourg and
obviously travelled to the
etlands, likewise visite
Nethd Paris, possibly on his
way
co Padua, where he matric
at the university in 162
ulated
2. But Mesangeau is
known to have travelled
thus may have met Ho
, coo, and
ffmann outside Prance
.* The question of whe
thus remains unsolved.
re they , mer
Of the two Pieces Mesa
ngeay Wrote out in this
luce book, the prelude
presents

in length and COMPositi
on co irs slightly later
counter pares of US-Cn
7.Q.5, CH-BEa HA Spiez
Case Ms.
123 and CH-Bu FIX

.53, three sources databl
e from

76

cunately, Mesangeau did not give a compo
ser's

name for chose pieces,
and most of the preludes of the three manuscript
s mentioned above are likewise
anon
ymous, except one char CH-Bu F.IX.53
credits to Mesangeau himself. As
I-Tn Ris. Mus, IV.23/2 contains some
unactribuced works by other composers
(Saman, Ballard, Gault
ier) in Mesangeau's handwriting,

it would
clude that he composed both pieces. Neverthele
ss, he seems to
important part in the birth of the French
unmeasured prelude,
least wrote out the earliest known one and
composed the carliest
Other lute books from the Dietrichstein libra
ry

be rash to con-

have played an
of which he at
arteibuted one,

OF the lute books from the Dietrichstein
library (pp.

9-10 in the article), lors
328, 333 and 336 (nos. 1, 2 and 4 in Chart
eris’s list) found their way, directly or
not, to the collection of Genevieve Thiba
ult, Comtesse de Chambure (1902-

Charteris

describes the fourth and
last of the manuscript’s seyi
dent’ (p, 3). The latter
‘
indeed deserved more cim
aldidctee as 2 pe
fact none other than one
ne
of the for

manuscripts (one of the Cambridge MSS, GB-C
u Dd.4.22, and Herbert
of Chetbury’s lutebook, GB-Cfm Mus. Ms.
689). Bur the “Vignonne’ is also
interesting as, unlike most settings of such widel
y spread runes, it has two exact
concordances, both listed in the article under
Piece no. 82,
Unfor

-

1975). RISM A/1 locates there {F-Prhibault)
a copy of each

of the icems contained
in these three bindings. The Kargel-Newsi
dler and the Morlaye volumes are now
kept in the Bibliothtque Nationale in
Paris (F-Pr), respectively as Rés. Vb.
65
(1-2) and Rés. Vind. 75 (1-2), They have
retained their original bindings, where
the

lot numbers from che 1933 sale are still
legible on the inner covers. Beside
the ex-libris of the Countess, the Kargel-N
ewsidler volume also bears that of the
French musicologist Henri Pruniéres (188
6-1942), the former owner of a number
of items in the Chambure library.* The
present location of the Albere de Rippe
volume remains unknown

to me, but Claude Chauvel, who was
personally
acquainted with che Countess and her
library, has confirmed to me that her copy
of the four books was indeed that from
che Dietrichstein libeary.? However,
ic
was not amon

g the volu

mes chat entered the Bibliothtque Nationale
after Madame
de Chambure's death, in payment of
the death duties.
Perhaps the present location of the Merce
l and Negri volumes might likewise
found out too by cracing

the origin of the various copies listed in RISM
. To the
topic of the manuscript’s history, one may
add that the Brno manuscript referred
to on p.
8 and in footnote 11 is inven

toried in Sources 1991-1999, vol. 11/2,
Pp. P11, as CZ-Bsa G. 10, 1400. It inclu
des music for lute in German tablature and for cietern in French tablature.

Identifying composers

Regarding che identity of

the ‘obscure Gautier’ (pp. 10-11), 1 chink
there are
some positive and negative hines thar
point to Ennemond as by far che most
likely composer, not

only for chose particular pieces," but for the
Gaultier works
in renaissance tuning in general,
These are found, sometimes attributed, more
often anonymously, in a number
of sources from various countries (Germany
, England, the Low Countries and
even Italy, but, ironically, hardly from Franc
e} dating from the 1610s to the
1640s; the earliest seems to be D-KI 4°
Mus. 108.1, compiled in Kassel about
1611 (which also includes piece no. 11 of
Griinbahel’s lute book) and the three
more important ones are post-1620 sourc
es of retrospective character: GB-Cfm
Mus. ms. 689 (Lord Herbert of Cherbury’s
lute book), RUS-SPan O N° 124 (the
so-called “Swan manuscript’, chat includes
4 concordance of the Kassel piece)
and CZ-Pam IV.G.18 (Johann Agidius Berne
r von Rettenwert’s Jute book), eachof
which have some pieces in common with
the other two. Denis Gaultier (born in

and was about to enter the service
of the Quee

n-Mother, Marie de Médicis."*
Conflicting attributions with his colleagu
e in her service Robert Ballard exist for
a few pieces (including ao. 26 of the Berli
n manuscript),” and a confusion may
have arisen from their common court empl
oyment.
As regards pieces found in Lord Herbert
of Cherbury’s luce book, Ennemond
is once again, this time in relation with
Herbert's life, the likeliest candidate.
Ennemond Gaultier was first in the servi
ce of the Montmorency family, with
whom Herbert was on very friendly term
s during his first stay in France in 1608
and through which he may have met the
lucenist, as it was then that he learned
‘playing on the Lute and singing accordin
g to the rules of the Frensh Masters’.!?
Herbert could have met him again ac the
French court during his ambassadorship in Paris (1619-1624), as Ennemo
nd was then mater de chambre to the
Queen-Mother. On the contrary, Jacqu
es, whose life is undocumented befor
e 1617,
came to a doubtful celebrity when, after
having shoe an unarmed gentleman—a
deed that must have disgusted Herbert,
fond of chivalric duelling as he was—he
fled to England and placed himself under
the protection of Buckingham. A period
of tense relations existed berween Franc
e, asking for Gaultier’s extradition, and
England, with James [ staunchly refusing
to extrade Buckingham's protége, during
which Herbert (who seems never to
have met Jacques Gaultier) advocate
d in
vain the extradition, but found himself
as English ambassador in Paris in the

On the other hand, the identificati
on of 'Mr Salomon’ with Jacques
Salmon {p, 11),
though proposed without any
comment,"’

may not seem very Convincin
French singet-composer is
g, as this
last heard of after January
1586 and is not known to
have composed any instrumen
tal music'*—nor to meatio
n that the name is not
exactly the same.

John H, Robinson!” has kindly
informed me that "H. Piso’ was
in fact a luteLeiden University on 14 Octobe
r 1617 and was organist of the
there from 1624 to his death in
Hooglandse Kerk
1645."
Observations on the repert
oire
In my article, referred

to in Charteris’s article as
Goy 2006, I explained that
expression such as ‘lute arrang
an
ements of airs de cour’ {p. 11)
should be employed
cautiously, Thus I have des
cri

bed che ‘Belleville’ (no. 68)
as ‘A courante on a
tune also used by Jean Boy
er for his air de cour Sa
beauré extréme, Maybe the
tune was composed by

or dedica
Belleville’, making thus perfectl ted to the dancer and composer Jacques de
y clear that there was no dire
ct relation between
the lute piece and the air. On
the other hand, for several piec
es related to airs by
Guédron (nos. 10, 15, 20, 36)
not only the tune, but also the
with the polyphonic versions,
bass was common
This information, for some
reason omitted from
the article, is significant bec
ause ic implies chat the arr
anger knew the polyPhonic airs or at lease some sore
of vocal or instrumental polyph
onic version and
not only the tune as a monody
,
However, the

notes here on no. 12 and
the few concordances from
LIL, @ recently rediscovered
CH-SO DA
lute book, 4pproximately con
tem
one," are new to this Pre
por
ary
with this
sent article.
No. 11: the title from D-K
l 4° Mus. 108.1 is Courre
nte Gautier, nor Courante
Gautier” For this and no.
80, the question mark in the
attribution should
bear only on the Christian
name (see above),
No, 12: an anonymous Ital
ian canzonecta, Vezzosetta
¢ bella, of which the vocal
model remains unidentified,
but of whi

ch other lure Settings are fou
PL-Kj 40153, f. 48°49" and
nd jn
No. 22: RUS-SPan O N® 124 I-PESc Rari Ms. b, 10, f. soos
Bives a corrupt version of this
No. 25: PL-Kj Mus, ms, 4064
piece,
1, RUS-SPan O N® 124 and
the
Berlin manuscript
cach have different vari repe
ats, CZ-Pam IV.G.18 has hon
e; D-DI M 297
too has varied repeacs,”
No, 26: concordances from
CZ-Pnm IV.G,18 and D-Ng
m 33748.1 are in Italian
79

tablature. Add concordance : CH-SODA

Notes

111, ff. 14°-15', Comranze, G (with

varied repeats).
No. 27: add an exact concordance (same setting with only very slight variants) in
CH-SO DA 111, £ 44" (untitled).
No. 32: although both sources share a same setting, there is a number of variants

Therae ixze,
Vol. XIN 1, pp.
bibli
:
:
pa
eS 1-42. The same bibliographic
abbreviations bave been re-

2 Lute News 90, (August 2009), pp. 29-31

berween them, Another concordance is CH-SO DA 111, f 22" (untided). Ac

3

the end, apparently in another hand: Mf. f fabri.
No. 36: che concordance lacks bars 5-8 of the Berlin version,
No, 37; the rests in strain B show that the piece is not a solo with added
contrepartie, but was composed as a duct,
No, 38: the concordance has no varied repeats.
No. 39: CZ-Pnm 1V,G.18 and GB-HAdolmetsch [I.B.1 share a same setting of
the cune.

4

No. 41: the manuseript has many variants compared with che printed version, so

5
6

See my article ‘Luth et guitare dans le journal et la corresp
ondance

(163)-

wean si

went.

hetp:!/www.accordsnouveaux.ch/de/DownloadD/ files! Luth.et_guitar
e Reymes.pdf,
P. 188, about an otherwise undocumented visit of Mesangeau in
England.
7

A facsimile edition of the musical section of CH-BEa
oH
HA Spi tee 123, edited by th
present writer and Andreas Schlegel, may be freely sbaralseaae
from the we ae
heep:ifwww.accordsnouveaux.ch/de! Download D/file/CH-BEa_
123, pdf

8

A brief description of all these volumes is available jn the library's
rary’s onl onli
thttp:!/caralogue.bnf.fe/ark:/12148/cb4217 1 168h/PUBLIC, <b39790040x!

By stressing from the beginning (pp. 1=2) che inclusion in this luce book of two

the ‘Frog Galliard’ along with pieces from every lute-playing country!

Buvres de René Mesangeau, op. cit, p. XL,

fa musique, 13-15 mai 1998 (Paris: Cicé de la musique, 1999)
also available online at

variants berween each other,

arrangements of Dowland works and devoting a good quarter of his section on
the music in the sources (pp, 12~14) to discuss those and list the other instances
of English works and cunes found in the manuscript, Charceris missed, | think,
the true significance of the manuscript, There are indeed so many German
anthologies of this time that contain ‘apocryphal’ versions of ‘Lachrymae’ and/or

a onlangs in Turijn ontdekte handschrift’, De Tebulatwar, no.
16, Jali 1987
F=11.

Bullen Reymes’, Luths et luthistes en Occidens + acter du valli

No. 80: both lute concordances are set one tone higher, but with the same bass

The significance of the manuscript

See my “Toelichting muziekbijdrage nr. 16; enkele stukken uit Turijn
Ris.Mus, [V,
oe
pp.

was probably obtained from another source.
No. 46; the concordance from GB-HAdolmetsch I1.B.1 has different varied
repeats, both others have none.
No, 68: more settings are listed in Goy 2006, p, 283, under Sa beauté extréme.
Add two more: CH-SO DA 111, & 41°, Couranse L'Espine and f. 42°, Alio
modo, different from each other,
and harmonies.
No. 82: the three sources of chis secting have the same divisions, with slight

André Souris and
: Monique Rollin (éds,),Js unre de René Mesangeaw (Paris:ie BAi
jon

du Centre national de la recherche scientifique, 1971), Pp. XVINL_XIX and
plage 1
ee the editors did not distinguish the main hand of the manuscri
pt from that
Mesangeau, which appears in many fewer pieces, and that led chem ta conside
r
wrongly thar GB-En Ms. 9452 also was in Mesangeau’s hand.

cb39789568n/PUBLIC and ch397895690/ PUBLIC respectively),

9

|
PUBLIC,

Private communication to the present writer, 23 December 2008.

10 In my view, Christian Nebehay, who consider

right guess here (Mansibrige. 1988), pA

h

nn

nm: had made che

On the contrary, this source is as far as | know the only one to be both clearly
dated from as early as 1619-1620 and co include a fully developed unmeasured
prelude, moreover in the hand of an important lutenist. It also reveals some

tt Abour the biography of Ennemond Gaultier, , see André Souri
d Monique Rollin
sicca
(eds.), dan
CEuvresWek
dw Views
ge Le
Gautier, (Paris: Edition
i s du u Ce Centre nationa
sale l de la ' recherche

hitherto unknown dances in French style. Besides, the contribution of the third

12 1 mean here that the version
.
s actribuced either to Ballard or Gaultier are definire
l

hand adds one welcome item co the corpus of Dutch lute sources, even providing a work attributed to a local musician whose works were hitherto unknown.
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the same settings, noe just the same cune in different settings. See
John H. cea
anor
Music by ‘Gauthier’ in vieil son (herp: i!
Gautier. hemi), ace. 13 and 18.
ctpi/iwwew.cs.daremouth.edul-whe/indices!

;

13 Edward Herbert of Chitbury, The Life of Rdward, Firse Lord Herbert of Cherbury,

written by himself. ed. by James Shuttleworth, (Landon: London University Press,

1976), p. 49.
14 The whole affair is summarised with references to sources in Mario M. Rossi, La

vita, de opere, i tempi di Edoardo Herbert di Chirbury (Firenre: G, C, Sansoni, 1947),
vol. 11, pp. 50-53. See also Matthew Spring, The Lute in Brinain (Oxford: Oxford
Universicy Press, 2001), p. 308,

15 "Mr Salomon’ had already been identified wich Jacques Salmon in the Nebehay cata-

logue Manuskripee 1988, p. 14, unceferred to in the article.

16 See New Grove, s.v. ‘Salmon, Jacques’ and Isabelle Handy, Musiciens en France au
temps des derniers Valois, 1547-1589, (Paris; Champion, 2008), pp. 406-7,
L? Email to the presence writer, June 10, 2009, See Jan W. J. Burgers, Louis Peter Grijp,
Simon Groot, John H. Robinson (eds.), Her duitboek van Thyrius, (Leiden, Nederlandse
luitvereniging: Utreche : Koninklijke vereniging voor Nederlandse muziekgeschiedenis,

2009), Muzict wir de Repwblick Speciale projecten 2, vol. 1, p. 26.

18 Biographical sketch after J. W. Enschedé, ‘PISO (Hermanus)’, ia 2.C. Molhuysen en
PJ. Blok (eds.), Mieww Nederlandich biograficch woordenboek, Deel 2, (Leiden, A.W.
org! tekst!
dbl,www,
Sijthoff, 1912), pp. 1104-1105 (available online from hrep://
molhOO3niewO2_Ol/index.htm). He was the facher of the physician and naturalist
Willem Piso (1611-1678), about whom see Christiaan Huyghens, Correspondance

1662-1663, (La Haye, M. Nijhoff, 1891), Ocweres completes de Christiaan Huygens,

tome 4, p. 160, 0. 4.

19 About this manuscript, see Andreas Schlegel’s forthcoming article, “On lute sources
and their music; individuality of prints and variability of music’, to be published in
the next issue of the journal of the Lute Society of America.
buchvon
der Elisabeth
can be seen from the beautiful facsimile edition Lawten
20 This
Hessen, od. Axel Halle, (Kassel: Barenreiter, 2005).

21 See my forthcoming article, “Three versions of Pierre Gaultier's Bataille (1626,
1638, 1650)", to be published in the next issue of the Journal of rhe Lure Society of —
America, Appendix UL, no. 112.

22 Information kindly sent by John H. Robinson (email cited above).
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REVIEWS
Joanambrosio Dalaa: Works for Lute , od, Gian Luca Lastraioli (Tree Edition, 2007)
This is a complete
modern edition in French tablature
of the book of luce music
entitled Jntabulatura
de Lauto Libro Quarto. Padoane diwerse, Calate
a la spagnola,
Calata
ala fijtaliana, Tastar de corde con ti soi recercar drietro. frotolle ,.. Joanambrorio,
and published in Venice by Octavian Petrucci in December 1508,' The heading of

the list of contents on sig-AAL’ adds the composer's full name and place of origin as

cofmjpossa per lo excele(njte musico ¢ ronator de lauto loanalmjbrosio dalza milanese?

Apart from these indications that he was a butenist composer from Milan who had a
buse print published in Venice, biographical information is completely lacking and no

other music by him is known, although cognate versions of a few items from the print
are found in a nurnber of other sources,’
The original print begins with a setting of an Arab tune,‘ five shore Tastar de cordes
and nine rececars, followed by dances which comprise the majority of the contents,
and ends with four vocal incabulations. The dances are mainly in groups or suites of
pavana, saltarello and piva or spingardo, with several settings in different keys of the
venetiana (five) or ferrarese (four) type. There are also thirteen calatas, probably refer-

ting to dance song settings, four of which are titled ‘calata spagnola’, suggesting a
Spanish origin. The music is for solo lute excepc for chree items for two lutes in the
treble and ground formar, and is all for a six-course lute in standard wie! ton
(renaissance) tuning, except for a suite of three dances (‘Pavana alla ferrarese discordata'~
Saltarello—Spingardo,
nos. 212 /b /c) with the umasual tuning for che lure of boch fifth
and sixth courses down a tone to B flat and F (assuming a lute in nominal G pitch),
and another suite (nos. 22a /b fc) using the regular soordarura tuning
of the sixth
course tuned a tone lower, in F.
The modern edition is the latest in a series of complete works of Italian lucenist
composers edited by Gian Luca Lastraioli for Tree Editions in Libeck,* and contains
76 pages in comb-bound
Ad formar, including a contents page and two pages each of
introduction and editorial notes, the rest occupied by clearly legible French tablature

transcriptions of all the music,” more or less in the sequence found in Dalza’s print."
Unlike the original, che modern edition has the advantage of no page turns in any of
the pieces {although you will need two copies to play the duets). The contents are

numbered 1-41, movements of the dance suites given the same number and subdivided into a / fc, and the two parts of the duets are also numbered the same and
subdivided into a and b, so sixty items in all."® The brief introduction includes what
litle is known about Dalza, and a guide to the editorial policy of a light couch when
it Comes to correcting irregular barring (suggesting the player ‘should be ready to
mentally “rebar” the music when they are playing when the accents of the piece are
not coherent with the main metric indication’). This also means that no attempe has
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MUSIC SUPPLEMENT TO LUTE NEWS 84 (DECEMBER 2007)
A SELECTION OF LUTE SOLOS FROM THE LUTE BOOK OF WOLFGANG HOFFMANN VON GRÜNBÜHEL
This tablature supplement mcludes a selection of lute
solos and a duet from the early seventeenth-century lutebook of Wolfgang Hoffmann von Grünbühel, StaatsbibHothek zu Berlm Preussischer Kulturbesitz, N. Mus. ms.
479, which was largely unknown until the recent appearance
ofRichard Charteris’ article in The Lute.1
The origmal owner was Baron Wolfgang Hoffmann
von Grünbühel und Stechau (1607-1641), who belonged to
a wealthy family with estates in Styria (Austria), Bohemia
and Moravia. Baron Wolfgang Hoffmann von Grünbühel
was a descendant of Hans Hoffmann von Grünbühel (d.
1564), a private advisor to the Holy Roman Emperor,
Ferdmand
I
(1503-1564).
Wolfgang
Hoffmann’s
grandfather, Ferdinand Hoffmann (1540-1607), whose
godfather was m fact Emperor Ferdmand I, received the
title of Count Janowitz. Ferdmand FIoffmann purchased
major estates m Bohemia and Moravia, and served at the
Prague court of Emperor Rudolf II (1552-1612). The
grandfather Ferdmand Hoffmann, who studied in Padua m
1553 and held prominent positions throughout his career,
was a major book collector. When he died m 1607, his
hbrary at Schloss Janowitz 0ocated 65 kilometres from
Prague) was ‘probably the finest private coUection in central
Europe’. The most valuable component of his hbrary
comprised the book coUection of the Nuremberg physician
Hieronymus Münzer (1437-1508). The Hoffmann library
was mherited by Ferdinand’s son, Andreas, and then his
grandson Wolfgang Hoffmann, the original owner of the
lute-book at Staatsbibliothek zu Berhn, N. Mus. ms. 479.
When Wolfgang Hoffmann von Grünbühel died m 1641,
the family hbrary was inherited by his son Wolfgang

compüed for his mstruction on the mstrument, and mdeed
his interest in lute music is confirmed by other lute sources
that were formerly m the Hoffmann collection (see the
article). It is quite hkely that he met, and possibly received
lessons from, the Strasburg lutenist Ehas Mertel (r.l5611626), who was then one of the mstrument’s best known
pracdtioners in central Europe as weU as bemg mtabulator
and composer.2
The lute-book contams 86 works in French lute
tablature by French, EngHsh, Italian, and German
composers, though most of them are arrangements made
by others. Most of the works comprise dances, preludes,
untitled pieces and lute versions of airs de cour. In addition to
two preludes (see n° 1 edited here), the mstrumental genres
comprise an ahnande gratiae (n° 8), ballett (17, see n° 9, 14
& 15), bergamasco (2, see n° 10), branle (1), chorea (1),
courante (24, see n° 12 & 16), gaUiard (5, see n° 5),
mascarate (4, see n° 2), passamezzo (2), pavan (2, see n° 6),
prelude (7), saltarello (1), sarabande (2, see n° 13 which uses
the ground I-IV-I-V of the Spanish zarabanda), volte (3, see
n° 16) and a setting of the continental ballad ‘Francescina’
(n° 4). Three pieces m the manuscript were composed for
two lutes in unison, a chorea and two courantes. One of the
courantes is in fact an arrangement of the English tune
known as Packington’s Pound (n° 7, reproduced as in the
origmal despite the few dissonances). Another work
consists of a three-movement suite for a masque. Only six
compositions are accompanied by manuscript attributions: a
‘Favorite’ and a courante by ‘Gauttier’ (or Gothier) - not to
be confused with the French lutenists and composers
Ennemond Gaultier (1575-1651) or his cousm Denis
Gaultier (1597/1603—1672); a galhard by EHas Mertel; a
courante by the French composer and smger Jacques
Saknon ^>. r.l545; fl. 1571-1586; n° 17) which is
anonymous m another source so that the composer is only
identified in the present manuscript; a courante possibly by
the Italian lutenist and composer Laurencinus Romanus or
Lorenzino (d. 1608); and a prelude by the otherwise
unknown composer ‘H Pÿso’.
Among other continental composers whose music is
represented are the French lutenists and composers
Mercure d’Orléans ^7. r.l590-f.l619), Robert Ballard
(r.1575-1649), and Charles de Lespme ^>. P1580, d. after
1627), and the French-based, Polish lutenist and composer
Jakub Reys (f.l550-r.l605). The manuscript also contams

Friedrich. EventuaUy it passed to Wolfgang Friedrich’s
daughters,Johanna Maria and Maria Ehsabeth, who in turn
donated the collection in 1669 to theh: guardian, Prince
Ferdmand Josef von Dietrichstem (1636-1690). In 1988,
the Staatsbibhothek zu Berlm purchased the lute-book from
the antiquarian bookseller Christian M. Nebehay in Vienna.
On the front pastedown (see facshnUe below), the
origmal owner wrote *Wolf[g]ang Hoffman L B de
Grunpihel et Strechau Dominus m Rabenstein scripsit
Argentina 1619 ...’. Rabenstem and Strechau are places m
Styria m Austria. Wolfgang Hoffmann von Grünbühel
wrote this mscription in Strasburg m 1619, probably while
he was studying there. The lute-book was aknost certamly
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lute arrangements of airs de cour without text underiay,
though some have tides. They comprise three pieces
mspfred by Pierre Guédron’s ^st ce Mars ce grand dieu des
alarmes’ pubtished m 1613 - one was composed by Robert
BaUard; two works nupked by the unattributed ‘En me
revenant de Samt Nicolas’ pubtished m 1597; one piece
mspfred by Pierre Guédron’s ‘Je rencontrai l’autre jouri,
pubtished m 1613; a work msptied by Pierre Guédron’s
‘C’est trop courir les eaux’, pubtished m 1617; and one
composition msptied by Jean Boyer’s ‘Sa beauté extrême’,
pubtished m 1619. Four courantes m the lute-book are
based on the popular dance tune ‘La V^nonne’, which was
probably written by the French lutenist Jérôme Vignon ^>.
?1590s; d. after 1653).
The lute-book also mcludes two imattributed
compositions by the famous Engtish lutenist and composer
John Dowland (1563—1626), both of which are edited here.
The first, his ‘Frog GaUiard* (n° 5), appeared m many other
lute versions, though most of them, tike dtis one, were
arranged by others. In addition to lute, the piece was
drcukted m versions by others for keyboard, dttem,
mandora, rmxed consort, viols as weU as a baUad (see
worktist). Rather than G major, as the version Dowland
autographed m US Ws V.b.280, f. 12v, the present piece is
m F major, assummg a lute tuned m G. At times the
arrangement m the Grünbühel lute-book » quite different
from the Dowkmd version. For mstance, mstead of
repeating each stram after its first statement, as m
Dowknd’s version, dtis source gives the two strams one
after the other and then foUows them with a tivdy second
section (*2 deeE) contammg the repeats. The second work
by Dowknd represents a new cognate version of his most
famous composition, the ‘Lachrimae Pavan’, which
appeared m approxtinately 100 early manuscripts and
printed editions (see worktist). A few of the versions

belonged to Dowtimd, though the majority were
arrangements made by others. Thw version (n° 6 - the
words *antini gratia’ are written under bar 30) is m the form
of dmsions but targely adhering to the harmony of the
origmal (see facsmtife on the previous page).
Unattributed lute arrangements of popular Engtish
baUad tunes, though mostly unnamed m the source,
comprise two settings of ‘PickeUiering/ WaUdng m a
Country Town’, and smgje settings of ‘Bonny Sweet Robm’
(or ‘Robm Is to the Greenwood Gone*), Tackmgton’s
Pound’ (n0 7) and Wakmgham’. Other Engtish works
mclude a gaUiard by Robert Johnson known as ‘My Lady
MUdema/s Detight’, ‘BaUet Angtitis’ (n° 3), ‘Mascarada The
Nobleman’, and *Ing)eza' (n° 11).
The music ri written for a ten-course lute m ml ton
tuning. Assuming that the uppermost string was g', then
two turting guides near the begummg of the manuscript
mdicate that the mstrument was tuned C D E flat F G c f a
d' g'. However, some of the music uses an 8th course
tuned to E natural (such as n° 1, 10, 12 here) or a 10th
course tuned to B flat (such as n° 14 here). Ptaymg
mdications abound m the lute-book, but vertical ties m
chords, horizontal ties and tenuto signs (V) to kidicate
holding of bass notes and right hand fingering (one dot
under a tabkture letter for mdex finger and two dots or two
short vertical tines slopmg to the right or to the left have aU
been mterpreted as mdicating the middle finger) have been
reproduced as m' the origmal. However, the two short
vertical tines also often appear withm a chord or below the
bass note of a chord, the significance of which is not clear.
These and other signs (shown m facsmtik on the previous
page) as weU as ‘/’ withm chords to mdicate spreadmg, have
been omitted. Mmor editorial corrections have been made
without comment.

Worktist
1. Praekcdium
ff. 68v-69r
2. Mascar[a]le
f. 8v
3. BalktAngku
ff. 36v-37v
4. Frandscano 3
ff. 64v-65r
5. FroggalHard/2 deel* ßaars 39 & 63 added]
ff. 60v-62r
6. Pauana Lachrimae5
ff. 72v-74r
7a. Courante Dùcantus Primus ßute r|
ff. 25v-26r
7b. Emsdem Dvcantus Secundus pute ir|6
ff. 26v-27r
8. Ahnandegruriae1
ff. 46v-47r
Hove 1601, f. XQßtAlmande Gratu
B Bc Lit S1 26.369, f. 35r AJmandegrassie
9. BaUet
ff. 66v-67r
10. Bargamasco 8 p>arring adjusted editotiaUy]
ff. 70v-71r
11. Ingk%a
ff. 65v-66r
12. Courante
ff. 49v-50r
13. Sarabande p>ar 23 added editorkUy]
ff. 53v-54r
D K14° Mus. 108.1, ff. 98v-99r Sarabande
14. Balkt
f. 67v
15. Balktmadame
f.43r
16. VoUe
f. 10r
17. Courante de MrSakmon Qacques Satinon]
f. 20v
US R Vault M140V186S, p. 34 [untided]
Richard Charteris, University of Sydney
andJohn H. Robmson, Newcastle University

3 A section coUed La beUa Francesrina’ appears m many batde
settings throughout the 16th-century uskg several tunes,
mcludmg the tunr of the Engtish baUad 7Vlal Suns’ m some
versions. Cognates m G mmor GB Lbl Sloane 1021, ff. 76v-77r
LabeUana Fran; LT Va 285-MF-LXXEX, f. 6r [untided] = LT Va
285-MF-LXXIX, f. 54v Paduana Frandscina Bass, LT Va 285-MFLXXEX, f. 35r Intrada Hassfiet?]: NB; LT Va 285-MF-LXXEX, f.
41v [untided]; LT Va 285-MF-LXXDC, f. 54v AUa ejusdem Basv,
LT Va 285-MF-LXXEX, f. 58r Pavan Fram. In D mmor LT Va
285-MF-LXXEX, f. 54v Paduana Franas.; LT Va 285-MF-LXXEX,
f. 58r Pavan Fran.. In C mmor D Ngm 33748/1, f. 76rfransQSgna,
GB Lbl Sloane 1021, f. 77v t LabeUaFrandscana atias Dannenbaum.
Cognate versions of 7vIal Sons’ in G minor D B 4022, f. 43v Mal
sms, D K1 4° Mus.108, f. 4r Paduana; D LEm II.6.15, p. 168
Intrada Angellica, D LEm II.6.15, p. 483 MatrigaUa 17; GB Cu
Dd.9.33, ff. 62v-63r MaU Sms; GB Cu Add.3056, f. 43r Mali
Symms, GB Lam 601, f. llv: [untided, mdex: MallSymes] — US Ws
V.b.280, f. 15v MalL- Symes, GB Lbl Add.6402, f. 2r Dumesar, GB
Lbl Add.38539, ff. 9v-10r MaUSmmes, GB Lbl Eg.2046, ff. 26v27r Mall Symts, Hove 1612, f. 59r BaUet Engkse/ Incerte; VaUet
1615, p. 92 BalAngbuf MalSimmes. In D mmor D B 40141, f.
187r [untided]; D D1 M 297, pp. 136-8 Englucher Leufierger, D K1
4° Mus.108, ff. 59v-60r Balktt dngkjs, D LEm II.6.15, p. 97
Paduana, D LEm IIL11.26, p. 2 ChoreaAngUca. In C mmor GB
Lbl Sloane 1021, f. 77v hr LUtan/e Engekche Leuffauch; VaUet 1616,
pp. 8-9 Makmmes. Lute duet: US NHub fb7, f. 81v MallSims pute
I only]. Lute, cittem and 2 voices: Valerius 1626, pp. 206-8 V
Engek MaUms, metten Bas: %ynde op ten twee-spraeck gestelt, tusschen A
ende B. Cittem: US CA Mus.l82, ff. 75v-76r Makymes 28.
Mandora: GB En Adv.5.Z15, pp. 3-5 MakSmmt. Keyboard: D B
Ly A1, pp. 290-1 MaUe Siemon/ Lenbardus Wooddesonr, F Pn 1186, f.
118v Mal Sms.; GB Cfm Mus.l68, pp. 33-4 Af. S.; GB Cfin
Mus.l68, pp. 394-5 Mal Sms/ Giks Famaby, GB Lbl Add.30486,
f. 21r Mall Simms, GB Lbl Add.30486, f. 22r Wanton Season; GB

1 Richard Charteris, Wolfgang Hoffmann von Grünbühel’s LuteBook: A New Source of European Music’ The Lute 46, pp. 1 et seq.
(2006), pubtication comddmgwith this issue of Lute Netvs
2 For the 26 lute solos by Etias Mertel see John H. Robmson Lute
Soks ascribed to ESasMertel p_hbeck: Tree Edition, 2007).
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Lbl Add.36661, ff. 62v-63r MaU Simmes/ Mall Sims Tho: TunstaU
Ayprilltbt 23r 1630; GB Och 437, f. 2tMallSyms, PL Kj 40316, ff.
14v-15r Cangpn di da; RF SPan 204, f. 29r Molk Stfrnen Mr JP
[SweeUnck]; S Sk 1, f. 38v Alhmandt Doukmdt, S Sk 1, ff. 59v-60r
Pauart; US NYp Drexel 5609, p. 92 Mal Sms, US NYp Drexel
5609, p. 227 MalSmts by Giks Famaby/ ThU ù in jQueen Elizabeth’s
Virginal Book; US NYp Drexel 5612, pp. 156-7 Lessons in D soU
re:f MaU Simes. VioUn and bass: VaUet 1642 section III, no. 18
MaUmmes. Instrumental ensemble: GB-Lbl Add.l7795, f. 41 r MaU
Smmtes, Bod 245-6, p. 3, Mall Smes. Mhced consort Rosseter
1609, no. 25 MaUSimms. IncertusEdmondKete.
4 Lute cognates m F: D Dl M 297, p. 134 GaUhrdt Gant% berü[m\bt,
D LEm II.6.15, p. 198 Rechenbetgers GaUmrdt 15; D LEm II.6.15, p.
230 GaUmrda IA.F.; D Lr 2000, pp. 4-5 GaUmrd, D Ngm 33748/1,
f. 13v GaUmrda; S B 2245, ff. 15v-16r GaUarda tbe jrog. In G: GB
Cu Add.3056, ff. 42v-43r Frogg galliard (CLMJD 90]; GB Cu
Dd.211, f. 40v [untitIed]; GB Cu Dd.211, f. 93r The Frogg GaUiard
[CLMJD 23]; GB Gu Eumg 25, ff. 26v-27r [untided]; D Hs M
B/2768, pp. 144-5 Frogge Galliard; NL Lu 1666, f. 28v Frayge
GaiUarde; US Ws V.b.280, f. 12vjrog GaUmrd / Jo dowhnde [CLMJD
23a]. Lute duet D Ngm 33748/1, f. 9v galüarda Frog Cantus Pute
r|; D Ngm 33748/1, f. \0tgaUmrdaFrog Pasus Pute I^; LT Va 285MF-LXXDC, f. 21r GaUmrda Fmsce Pute ^; LT Va 285-MFLXXLX, f. 22v GaUmrda Frisco. Bass Pute ir|. Lute cittem and
voice: Valerius, 1626, pp. 54-5 Engeb Nou, Nou pndex Nou, nou\.
Cittem: Robmson 1609, srçj. Gl 24 The Frogge. Mandora: GB En
Adv.5.2.15, pp. 35A0 Froggb Galghrd. Keyboard: A LIa hs.475, f.
102v The fiog GaUmrd; GB En 9448, ff. 29v-32v The
Frogge/August 25 1612 The Frogge Mr Willoughbye; GB Lm
46.78/748, ff. 8r-9r Frqgges GalBard, GB PLkmcelyn Bunbury, ff.
28v-30r Frogg gallf Robt Hall Mhced consort: LT Va 285-MFLXXrX, f. 5v untitled; LT Va 285-MF-LXXIX, f. 40v The Frogg
GaUmrd [&itylicimodo pjandora]; LT Va 285-MF-LXXEX, f. 40v 2.
Variatio ßaandota]; Morley 1599/1611, no. 10 The frogge galliard
Lute song: Dowknd 1597, s^js. C2v-Dlr VI. Nou>, O now, I needs
must part. Vocal settings à 3: Camphuysson 1647, p. 24 Forgs
GaiUarde; Camphuysson 1655, p. 24 Forgs GaUhrde, Camphuysson
1675, p. 23 [untitled].
5 Lute cognates m G mmon D B 40141, ff. 36v-38r Fantasia Joanms
Duhndr, D Hbusch, ff. 24r-27r PauanaLachrime, D Hs M B/2768,
pp. 17-9 Pauana Lacbrimi van den Houen der i\ FebrA> 1614; D Kl
4° Mus.l081, ff. 5r-5vpauana hchrima; D KI 4° Mus.l08 I, ff. 55v56r pauana hchrima; D KNh R.242, ff. 103v-104r Pavana Lacbrimae,
D LEm II.6.15, pp. 78-9 Pavana Lachrymae 2; DK Kk Thott
841,4°, ff. 109v-l 10r Lachrim AngeBccr, GB Cftn Mus.689, ff. 8v-9r
Pauana by J. Dowkmde Lachrimae; GB Cu Add.3056, ff. 4v-5r
Lacrimae by MR Dowkmde. BJM.; GB Cu Add.3056, ff. 14v-15r
[untided]; GB Cu Add.3056, ff. 36v-37r Lacrimae CK. = GB
HAdoknetsch II.B.1, ff. 225v-227v Lachtymae = Fuhrmann 1615,
p. 60 Pavanasexta. pieader PavanaLachrimae.. L'[alentin] J[trobeQ.;
GB Cu Dd.211, f. 81v [untitledJ; GB Cu Dd.5.78.3, ff. 9v & 21r J
D [CLMJD 15]; GB Gu Eumg 25, ff. 25v-26r [untided]; GB Lam
601, f. llr [unrided, first 2 bars]; GB Lam 603, ff. llv-12r
Lachremae J D / Lachrymae Made By Mr Jo Dowkmd Bacbekr oj
Muskjur, GB Lbl Add.6402, f. lr Lacrame, GB Lbl Add.31392, ff.
35v-36r Dowkmds Lachrima f Lachrima of menster Dowkmd; GB Lbl
Add.38539, ff. 22v-23r Lachrime Pauin by rtf John Dowhnd, GB Lbl
Eg.2046, ff. 16v-17r Lacrime by dowkmde-, GB Lbl Sloane 1021, ff.
21v-22v Pavan Lachrymae; GB WPforester welde, f. 4v Pauane
Lachrim<e Mr Dowkmd; LT Va 285-MF-LXXDC, f. 24v Lachrimae,
NL Lu 1666, f. 388v Lactyime, US Ws V.b.280, ff. 18v-19r
Lachrame nf Dowkmd; Bariey 1596, s^s. Elr-E2v Lacrime by I. D.;
Rude 1600II, s^s. GG5v-GG6r 91 pndex: Pavana a 5. voc. Dukmdi
Angk\, Hove 1601, ff. 94r-95r Pavana Lacbrime| Reprinse, Besard
1603, ff. 16v-17r Fantasia loannu DookmdAngU Lachrimae, Hove
1612, f. 2v Prehdium Lachrime. In A mmor GB Cu Add.2764(2),
ff. 5v-6r Dowlandes Lacrimae; GB Cu Dd.211, ff. 75v-77r Lachrimae
Jo Dowl, GB Lbl M.1353, f. llv [untitled]. In C mmor D LEm
II.6.15, pp. 122-3 Pauana Lacrumae 2. In D mmor. NL Lu 1666,
f. 389v Lacbtyme pute part]. In F mmor. A LIa hs.475, f. 12r
Pauana Lacbrimi. Lute trio: Besard 1617, no. 17 Lachrimae J.
Dookmd a I£.B. in hanc concert, accomadatae. Bandora: GB Cu

Dd.211, f. 84v Lachrimae J. D. Lute, cittem and two voices:
Valerius 1626, pp. 216-9 Pavane Lachrime met den Bass. Lyra viol:
GB Mp 832 Vu 51, p. 18-9 Lacbryme R[ichatdj. J[umarte].
Keyboard: F Pn Rés.1185, pp. 322-7 A. re Lachrime Pavitr, F Pn
Rés.1186, ff. 115v-116r Lachrymae, GB Cftn Mus.l68, pp. 222-3
PavanaLachrymae/ John Dowkmdsettfoorth by WilBam Byrd; GB Cfm
Mus.l68, pp. 406-8 Lachrimae Pavan/ J. D. sett by Giks Famaby, GB
Cfm Mus.782, ff. 75v-76r Dowkmds Lachrimae out ojmy cosine Maryes
booke; GB Cftn Mus.782, ff. 83r-84r Dowkmds Lachrimae sett by Mr
Randalk GB Lbl Add.30485, ff. 71r-72v Lacrimae, GB Lbl
RM.23.1.4, ff. 5v-7v Lacrime Pavin/ Benksmin Cosyn, GB Lbl
RM.24.d.3, ff. 167r-171 r Lachramie/ MrBhd, GB Och 437, f. llr
Lachtymae; I Tn Foà 7, ff. 56v-57v Pavana Lagrime Engkse, S Sk 1,
f. 24v Pauana Lachrima; S Uu Instr.mus.hs 408, ff. 34v-35r Paduana
Lachrima intavohta da Mekhior Schikit, US NYp 5609, pp. 88-9
Lachrymae/ Qry. by Dowkmd; US NYp 5612, pp. 186-7 LactymaA
Pavion Jo Do. Viohn and bass: VaUet 1642, section III, no. 17
Pavanne Lachrime. Mhced consort: GB Cu Dd.3.18, ff 16v-17r
Lachrimae [lute]; GB Lam 600, f. 17v [untided, crossed out and
unfinished, bandora]; GB Lam 600, f. 92r Lachryma ßrandora]; LT
Va 285-MF-LXXIX, ff. 38v-39r Paduana Lacbri/mae P pjandora];
GB Cu Dd.14.24, f. 25r Lacbrima [cittem]; GB Cu Dd.5.21, f. 3v
Lacbrimae [recorder]; GB Cu Dd.5.20, f. 6v Lacbrimae pjass viol];
Modey 1599, no. 7 Lacrime Pavin. String consort a5 and lute:
Dowknd 1600, s^s. B2v-Clr Lachrime./ 7/. Fk>w my teares.
Instrumental ensemble; D KI 4°Mus.l25(l-5), no. 42 [untided];
GB Lbl Add.17786-91, f. 14r Mr Dowksnd/s Lacrimae, Dowtand
1604, s^>s. Blv-B2r Lachrimae Antiquae./1 / Io. Dowkmd.
6 Solo lute cognates m C mmor. A KR L 81, f. 155r Englüch Cour* &
155v SahatioAngkca, CZ Pnm IV.G.18, ff. 82r-82v Passepied; D Dl
M 297, p.l43 Courant, D Lr 2000, p. 9 Branskr, GB Cu Nn.6.36, f.
21r Pack Pound; GB Lam 601, f. 8v packintons compounds pndex:
Packtkintons componds]; GB Lbl Sloane 1021, f. 49r Alm. In F
mmor NL Lu 1666, f. 401v Paccetonspon Chanson Engk>he;
Otpharion: Barley 1596, s^. C4v Bocking/ons Pound by Fr C[utting]
0an Butgers CoUected Lute Music of Franris Cutting ÇLübeck: Ttee
Edition, 2002), n° 37]. Keyboard: F Pn 1186, f. 101r Packingtons
pound, GB Cftn Mus.l68, p. 296 Pakingtons Pownde Sc p. 53
Packingtons Pound, GB Lbl RM.23.1.4, f. 24v-26r Pakintons pownde/
Ben: Cosytr, US NYp Drexel 5609, p. 5 Packingtons pound. Instr.
ensemble à 4: Praetorius Terpsuhore 1612, no. 123 Courante.
7 Same tune as *En me revenant de St. Nicohs’ and *More
Pahtino’. Cognates for En me revenant m F: D B N 479, f. 2v
[untitled]; D LEm II.6.15, p. 500 En me reuenant, GB Cfm 689, f.
31r En me revenant, GB Ctc 0.16.2, p. 139 mr Dan iell Bachelers
Round, GB Cu 3056, ff. 43v-44r [untitled]; GB Lam 603, f. 25v
AJmayne, GB Lbl 38539, ff. 8v-9r AImqyne, GB Lbl Eg. 2046, f.
28v A Carranta; Fuhrmann 1615, pp. 158-9 BaUet 20. En me
revenant, Besard 1617 no. 9 en Reuenant de Saint Nicoku. In B flat.
GB Cfm 689, f. 44r En me revenant Etc.; Fuhrmann 1615, p. 141
Bransk dS.Nicokt.p.SigJacobum. Lute tuned harp way: D Us Smr.
Misc.l32, p. 70 baUet de S‘ nicohs. Mandora: D Us Smr. Mtecl32,
p. 71 nux>h ... di la mandore, D Us Smr. Misc. 133a, pp. 2-3 En
reuenantS. Nicohs; D Us Smr. Misc.l33b, ff. [lv-2r] En revenant de
S. Nicohs. Keyboard: A Wn 17771, f. 160v Revenantper Johan. Bull,
F Pc Rés 1185. pp. 30-1 Albnaine: Orr Gibbons.; GB Lbl 10337, f.
27v AJmqygne: Mr. Johnson, GB Lbl 36661, f. 40r The ItaUan Grounck
ByMr. Orlando Gibbonr, GB Och 1113, pp. 219-20 Albnaine Orhn.
Gibbons; Pepusch MS 18/1 @ost?), p. 88 Dr. BuU voor rty gemaekt,
En revenant, US NYp Drexel 5609, pp. 32-3 AImqygne Mr. Johnson,
US NYp Drexel 5612, p. 120-1 The ItaHan Grounde Mr. Orhndo
Gibbons. Bass m mensural notation: D Us Smr. Misc.l32, p. 6 En
revetf; D Us Smr. Misc.l32, p. 7 En revert. More Pahtmo m F: D
Dl M 297 pp. 132-3 More Pahtin<r, D HRD Fü 9829, ff. 10v-llr
More Pahtino/ Variatio; D LEm II.6.15, p. 460 Fk>re pahdino; GB
Lbl 1021, ff. 65r-66r More Pahtino [1 setting m B flat, 5 settings m
F]; I Fn Fondo.Magl. XDC 105, f. 13r More Palatino; S B PB
fil.l72, ff. 35v-36r More Pahtino; S B PB fil.l72, f. 37r More
Pahtino.
8 For fuU concordances see the tabkture supplement to Lute News
81 (Spring 2007): ‘Lute Music for Comic Actors Fools Buffoons
and Matachms’, endnote 12.
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